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During the past scholastic year at the college the
students of the various classes have bound together
in manuscript copy their best productions in English, Latin and Greek in their monthly "ClassJournals."
The "Seattle College Journal" represented the
two college classes of Poetry and Humanities.
"The "Academic" exhibited the work of the First
and Second Academic classes.
The "Age Quod Agis" presented the youthful efforts of the members of the class of Third Academic.
It is from these sources that the following pages
are collected, in the hope that they may not prove
uninteresting in the hands of our friends. "Forsan
et haec ohm meminisse juvahit."
Limited space and the expense of using Greek
type, we may add, have somewhat restricted our
choice of matter.
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GREETING.
To our Reverend President, to our Father Prefect of Studies, to the College Faculty, to-our Parents, Friends and Patrons, to all who are interested
in us and ours, we extend, through the first issue
of our Journal, a heartfelt greeting.
If our pages contain a thought worthy of your
leisure hours, anything to interest you, to it, kind
friends, we bid you a thousand times welcome. But
if anything herein contained be in the least beneath
your taste, or offensive to your Christian education
and refinement, and therefore unbecoming our educational standard, we ask, with confidence, your
kind indulgence.
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We are keenly aware of the difficult task we impose on ourselves by pledging our productions adequate to your expectations, but we have chosen for
ourselves the motto, "Virtus in arduis," and we
will, please God, always be faithful to it.
FIAT.

ur Vass flDotto: virtus in BrOuts.
I. A COMMENT.
In this busy world in which we live, surrounded
by all the comforts and all the earthly happiness
which a civilized Christian nation can supply, we
daily turn our thoughts to the great and famous
men who sway the destiny of states and nations. In our world of books, too, we become familiar with the heroes of the past. We read and
admire the great deeds prompted by their moral
courage, we are awe-stricken at the breadth of
their learning, we read with reverence how they
triumphed over every selfish motive and sacrificed
all to cling with constancy to some principle divinely inspired.
Seeing and hearing and admiring, we naturally
ask, How did these men become great—become famous? How did they so impress their fellow men
that their memory still lives in the hearts and minds
of posterity? Youth especially which has not yet
drunk of the bitter cup of sorrow, nor yet known
the pangs of defeated purpose, inquires with great
enthusiasm into the causes of such a world-wide
admiration. But the youth, too, reads in the minute details of these great lives that there were difficulties innumerable to be surmounted; that there
was self-love to be trampled on; that there were
the sneers of fellow men to be ignored. But with
this he reads that, in all trials, all disappointments,
at all times, even when everything seemed lost,
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these men bore up with bravery, with manly virtue. Ah! here is the key to it all. "Virtus in arduis"—Valor or virtue in difficult and trying circum Stances.
This it was which nerved even the pagan hero
in his act of bravery, and for him, the very fact that
a deed was difficult of accomplishment was sufficient motive to undertake it. This virtue, touched,
adorned and ennobled by a heavenly intention,
helped the Christian hero, God's generous saint, to
the enjoyment of an enduring crown. It has formed
the prominent individual in every walk of life; it
has been peace for the community, law and order
for the state, strength for the nation.
But this strength of character, this adherence t
duty, this constancy in well doing, is not easy of
acquisition. We look up at the heights to which it
leads, and we contemplate with delight the promised reward, but we see the path leading thereto
beset with obstacles; we behold the multitude of
those who, after a good beginning, have fallen ignobly in their struggling way. These have become
pessimists and pronounced the pursuit of good an
impossibility. But I heed not their noisy murmurs.
I reck not their loud denunciations of the virtuous.
I say to youth, This grand standard of virtue can
be acquired. True, there will be moments when
all his plans will seem frustrated, when trouble and
disappointment and affliction will darken his horizon and turn into a stormy vault the serene sky
under which he has so far sailed. But there is a
bright dawn to succeed that darkness; there is a
glorious day of triumph to follow this dark night
of trial and travail. "God will be with him and
whom shall he fear?"
RICHARD E. MoRRIS, '04
II. OUR MOTTO IN DAILY PRACTICE.
Among the Romans, "Virtus" meant "valor,
prowess or courage in battle, endurance in time
of trial ;" and truly admirable was the zeal with
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which they sought to acquire it. Among Christians, "Virtue" is an acquired habit, that perfects
a rational faculty and inclines it to good. In our
motto we would wish to combine both meanings
and foster in ourselves the natural bravery of the
Roman, as it is purified and rendered meritorious,
by the supernatural motive of the Christian.
A student's life has its difficulties, its trials, its
moments of disappointment and desolation. In the
pleasant sunshine of a summer afternoon he can see
from his window his companions at their favorite
game of baseball. The evening is a delightful hour
for their juvenile tricks and a host of circumstances
seem to invite him away from his Cicero and his
antiquated Greek authors to take part in the game
with his less studious playmates. But here is the
exact moment in which to call his motto to his
aid. It is difficult to resist, but just because it is
difficult the circumstances of life may demand that
he should do it.
The student that will in the hour of temptation
without a moment's consideration throw down his
book to join his companions will waste time during
his college years. He will squander those precious
moments of that profitable period in which the mind
is more susceptible to development, and when,
moreover, he has no other duties to engross his
attention. Those golden hours when his parents
and teachers are all intent on his moral and intellectual improvement, will be lost forever, if he
will not correspond to their interested endeavors;
for the hours that are fled will never come again.
And oh, how he will regret it when he grows to a
riper age, saying with so many others: "I wish
I had not wasted my time when I was a boy at
college."
On the other hand the boy who has studied
constantly and diligently will not in after years be
harassed by remorse, but will look back with pleasure on the days of his youth. For him it will be
sweet to think that, when these trials and difficulties came thick and fast upon him, and he was on
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the verge of giving up, he remembered his motto,
"Virtus in ardus," and took courage. Even ii the
truant who idled away his early years repent of his
sloth, he will never be as happy as the man who
loved to labor. Moreover, many persons, on account of their neglect of duty in youthful years,
have become in after life more and more negligent,
and at last ended miserably.
How different will be the lot of the honest hardworker. When time for him shall have run its
course, he will be happy in the thought that by having done his duty, whilst young, he was enabled in
his years of manhood to accomplish something
worthy of a Christian, and to act at all times in a
manner pleasing to his Creator. Let our watchword, then, be labor and study, and in that labor
and study our motto be "Virtus in Arduis."
JOSEPH QUINN, 104
III. OUR MOTTO EXEMPLIFIED EVEN IN A
PAGAN.
Courage is that firmness of spirit that meets danger without fear; it is admired and applauded in
the hero, and its absence lamented in the coward.
It is an abiding quality, not a transient disposition, such as gallantry. Among the ancients gallantry was a first and most necessary virtue; its
presence meant honors, its absence, death. It was
the presence of this quality that made possible the
retreat of the immortal Greek ten thousand, the
Crusaders, and the success of the American patriots of 'seventy-six. It has decorated the pages
of history with some of her brightest ornaments.
History, that "witness of ages" and "messenger
from the distant past," silent but powerful, crowns
its heroes with laurels, but hesitates not to heap
shame and reproach upon those who, in the hour
of trial, have been found wanting in this quality.
On the pages of that book that will live to the
end of time, are recorded the deeds of Judas, the
Maccabean, prince, the Pillar of Juda; while who
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has not heard of those three hundred Greeks who,
with Leonidas, their leader, fell to a man in desperate, hopeless conflict with the Persian hosts,
that beloved Greece might be accorded but a few
short hours to prepare for the dreaded invasion.
Did proud Sparta forget these, her martyred Sons,
did she allow their deeds to perish with their generation? No! When the Persian invader had fled,
when his cohorts had vanished beneath the hand
of Grecian patriotism, when the Greek himself had
returned from the sea, upon whose broad bosom
he had taken refuge, Sparta erected a monument
over the graves of her sons at Thermopylae to tell
the world "that here, obedient to her laws, they
fell." Nor is modern history wanting in examples
of like heroic virtue. "Charity covereth a multitude
of sins," said the Prince of the Apostles, and the
same may be said, in a temporal way, of courage;
for the world is willing, yes, eager, to throw the
cloak of silence, over the failings of a man, that it
may see and admire this one bright spot in his
character.
As the science of research delves into the ruins
of ancient cities it brings to light many strange
things. Only lately, amid the rtlins of Pompeii,
was found the crumbling skeleton of a Roman sen
tinel at one of the principal gates of the lost city.
Let us retrace the paths of time nearly two thousand years and stand with this sentry on that fatal
day upon the walls of this old Italian city.
The morning sun rises from the Orient, and as
it moves across the convex of the heavens, it pierces
with its fiery darts the thick haze that enshrouds
land and sea. In the doomed city men follow their
vocations as usual; "soñie play, some work, some
sing, some dance, nor think of danger near." The
streets are almost deserted, for it is near midday.
An occasional footfall or the rattle of an infrequent
cart breaks the stillness, then all is silence again.
On the sea not a breath of air stirs a ripple on the
water, while the languid fishermen watch the sails
hang loosely from the spars.
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On the wall, at one of the principal gates of the
city, a sentry paces. The short broadsword, the
victorious eagles emblazoned on his shield, the
dark, proud glance, the haughty step and bearing
—all proclaim in unmistakable terms, "Here is a
Roman soldier." As he paces up and down, he
thinks of honors, hard-won and long-deferred; he
has seen the magnificence of the Eternal City and
the glories of the Caesars, and they have fired his
heart with a desire for authority and preferment—
a desire that is ever-present and all-consuming.
Suddenly he stops, retreats a step or two, looks
overhead and underfoot, landward and seaward.
Did the wall shake, or are his senses deceiving him?
He resumes his monotonous steps, somewhat disturbed in spirit. He is not left long in suspense.
Rumble, rumble, rumble, comes the muffled roar,
and the wall sways and trembles. His senses were
true; it is an earthquake, the dread forerunner of
volcanic action.
He seizes his trumpet and sounds the alarm.
Again and again that awful signal is flung on the
air. It is taken up by other sentries, and from a
hundred brazen throats is heard the warning. He
turns as he signals to behold the sea overleaping
its bounds and lashing itself to fury as it beats the
shore in its rage, to see the dense black smoke
pouring from the throat of Vesuvius, and to see
the magnificent towers and domes of the opulent
city about him, toppling and falling to their ruin.
All nature's powers seem to forego their "wonted
seat," and leave the elements to work their own
sweet will and make man and his works the sport
of their madness.
As in answer to a challenge, and with a roar
as if the gates of hell had burst, this "weird Plutorlian furnace," throwing off all restraint, shoots a
column of flame skyward. Higher and higher it
mounts, throwing rocks and lava over the surrounding country. Ashes fill the air and add the
horrors of darkness to the confusion already reign-
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ing within the city. In the streets the strong strive
to save themselves, trampling underfoot the helpless and the weak in their frantic struggle for the
narrow city gates, while the aged are left to die
as they may. And unceasingly those hot, suffocating ashes continue to fall. Ghastly imps of destruction and torture seem to hover over the scene
and gloat with an unholy joy over this their day
of triumph.
But let us return to the sentry whom we left
sounding his trumpet on the wall. When the flame
first bursts from the mountain he thinks of saving
himself, for self-preservation is the first law of nature. He can fly to yonder rock and there find shelter, but it must be done quickly, instantly. He
stops; can he, a Roman soldier, quit his post in the
hour of danger and ever again stand among his
comrades and before his officers with the stain of
cowardice upon his shield? Can he betray his
trust and never again pronounce the noble name his
soldier-father bequeathed him as he lay dying upon
the bloody field of Orcomenus? No! A thousand
times, No! "Rather death than dishonor!" Though
the ashes burn, choke and blind him; though his
armor grows hot upon his body, he will never retreat. Fainting, he leans against a tower for support, and with a smile of scorn on his lips he raises
his trumpet to his lips to bid defiance to his conquering foe. Denser, hotter, faster fall the ashes
within the city; they top the wall and meet a stream
of molten lava as it breaks over the parapets like
a storming column: then all is darkness.
Centuries rolled by, empires rose and fell, even
the mighty empire of Rome, weakened by corruption and disnienibered by the repeated treasons of
her degenerate sons, fell a prey to those fierce warriors of the North, who burst over her like a flood
and swept away her greatness; and still this sentry
kept his vigil. There they found him, still guarding his post as befitted a Roman soldier. still
keeping his watch, as in the days of ancient Rome,
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Oh! who would not wish for the courage of this
man! Truly, he displayed the most sublime courage in the midst of the most trying difficulties. Full
well did he realize and put into execution the words
of our motto, "Virtus in arduis." He exemplified it
in its pagan meaning, "valor in difficulties ;" for us
it means mtich more. We add to its meaning, "virtue in difficulties ;" and how much greater and
nobler should be the deeds to which we aspire, since
we are prompted by higher motives.
H. J. CAREY, 104.

be Captive Eagle of 1Lecbt Ipath.
[First Verses.]

His eye is dull and lax his soaring wings,
The prison screen his haughty spirit quells,
Deep-hated man, his constant watcher now,
With taunts and thrusts his slumb'ring temper tries.
O captive bird! why scan yon rising sun,
Where soars aloft thy former mountain home,
Arrayed in golden light? There oft when free
In circling flight thy buoyant wings did bear
Thy noble frame above you crimson cloud,
To swoop adown and seize thy morning prey,
To wheel around and mount a craggy knoll,
And there with piercing eye the depths explore,
Of some descending vale, where whirls and roars
An icy mountain stream, white foam bedecked,—
Or some high pinnacle to gain, and there
The playful gambols watch of shaggy goats,
As leaping high from rock to rock in joy,
They teach their kids the mountain side to scale.
No more! No more! The prison shall forbid
Such sights, so suited to thy high born tastes,—
Forbid thy restless spirit forth in flight
To seek a known and tender cherished spot,
Where sits thy loving mate, by sorrow calmed,
And waits thy spoils to feed her, chirping chicks.
0 gallant bird, why flashes now thine eye?
And why thy spreading pinions stretch far forth?

"\Vliere we hegan each day with the Holy Mass."
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Thou canst not free thyself from man's high will.
Thou, prisoned bird, must live in sullen mood,
And ever drive from mem'ry freedom's thoughts.
RICHARD E. MoRRIs, 104.

Cbree Mitnesses to Urtatb.
In this turbulent, rushing world of ours, but few
hesitate to sacrifice truth when it places itself between themselves and a financial gain, few consider what the Pattern of all states of life, the Author of truthfulness uttered, in those memorable
words, that have ever comforted the righteous:
"Veritas liberabit vos," "The truth shall make you
free." With the great majority of men honesty is
practiced in outward appearance only, inwardly it
is despised and stifled. The proud world's code of
morality with regard to this virtue, as with so
many others, is exterior decency, and nothing more.
Contemplating this baneful state of affairs, every
one will admit that it is highly beneficial to examine the lives of great champions of truth and to see
for ourselves how they braved hardships and death
for their principle and for what they knew to be
their bounden duty. With this end in view my
classmates and I have chosen for special study the
lives of three great men, and herein we intend, by
a short biographical sketch of each, to show how
bravely they stood for truth. Each one has chosen
his model hero. Mine is
I. ST. THOMAS A BECKET OF CANTERBURY, THE MARTYR FOR TRUTH.
Now in the first place, was Becket a martyr for
truth?—for on the solution of this question rests
my right to bring him into this treatise. Thomas
has been portrayed now as a saint and hero, now
as a hypocrite and traitor, according to the bias of
the historian. But the unprejudiced narrative of
history, as taken in its objective truthfulness, has
established the sanctity and heroic fortitude of the
Archbishop of Canterbury.
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\Iy authority for the facts, herein related, shall
be the most painstaking of English historians, the
renowned Dr. Lingard, while I shall quote at length
from the masterpiece of the late Aubrey de Vere,
a work which embodies and develops in the most
beautiful dramatic language the grand narrative of
England's "Doctor of History."
From him we learn that in the year 1538, Henry
VIII. convened a council at 'Westminster to investigate the case of Thomas. In this court Becket
was pompously conjured to appear and answer the
charges lodged against him. The allotted time expired, but still the saint quitted not the tomb where
he had rested two centuries and a half. Henry then
graciously assigned him a counsel, and in a short
time the decision was made public :—Becket was
no saint, no hero, but a hypocrite and traitor. Such
was the decision of the king, who, by act of Parliament, made a religion for England, the king whose
name is certainly not in benediction. But who,
comparing the decision of this impious court of the
obscene Henry with the sage deliberative canonization of the Church, and with the fact that Thomas
willingly suffered and died simply because he would
not undo what he felt bound to do; who, I say,
will accept the decision of the former? Therefore,
having established him a martyr of truth on such
firm ground, it will now be interesting to know
more of such an illustrious man.
Thomas a Becket was the only son of Gilbert
Becket, a distinguished citizen of London. His
early education was under the care of the canons
of Merton; later he pursued his studies at London,
Oxford and Paris. He succeeded Roger de Pont
l'Eveque in the archdeaconry of Canterbury, and it
was in this station that he first came into contact
with Henry II., by whom he was created chancelbr. It is at his conduct whilst performing the
functions of chancellor to the king, that his enemies direct a good portion of their assaults; yet
the most protestant of protestant authorities, while
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admitting his extravagance as chancellor, strongly
avows, that "he was not stained with the gross
licentiousness of the times." Another well-known
writer boldly continues: "Extravagant though he
may have been (in the splendor and pomp of chancellor), who will dare accuse him of guilt in private
life?"
When Thomas was chosen to hold the primacy
of the Roman Catholic Church in England, he was
ordained priest (for he was hitherto only archdeacon), and then consecrated Archbishop of Canterbury, which dignity he accepted with unfeigned reluctance, for he already saw the storm gathering,
the storm in which he afterwards perished.
As the primate of England was almost in constant contact with the king, in speaking of the conduct of Becket it will be well to consider the character of Henry IT., with whom Becket had to negotiate, and therefore a short description of Henry's
character will not be amiss in this sketch. His
features, say his contemporaries, resembled those
of the Conqueror. Beneath an affable exterior he
concealed a heart capable of descending to the lowest grade of base artifices for the accomplishment
of its object. He was extremely jealous of all authority in others, and wished it all to be centered
in himself. He hated contradiction as the evil one
hates the saving sign. His temper was like "the
fury of a madman, the raving of a wild beast." In
fine, his predominating characteristics were pride
and avarice. 'Tis true he loved Becket at the time
of his appointment, yet we are told it was in hopes
of obtaining private ends that he made the appointment.
All went well till that fatal day at Clarendon
when Henry wished Thomas to sign the unlawful
documents known as the "Royal Customs." These
supposed customs demanded:
I. That every vacant archbishopric, bishopric
and priory be given, together with its revenues, to
the king. IT. That every suit, civil or criminal,
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in which each or either party was a clergyman,
should commence before the king's justices. III.
That no tenant, no officer of the king's household
should be excommunicated until application had
been made to the king. IV. That no archbishop,
l)iShOp or dignified clergyman could lawfully go
beyond the sea without the king's permission. These
and other articles Thomas, at first, absolutely refused to sign; but, being intimidated by even his
own friends, he signed them, adding the conditional
words, "Saving my order." The signature was supposed to bind the signer on oath to their observance. Darras tells what followed:
"As he was leaving Clarendon, where he had just
uttered the oath, he overheard a cleric in his train
giving free expression to his thoughts on the transaction. 'What is now to become of innocence?'
said the cleric; 'who shall defend it, when its
natural supporter has been overcome?' 'To whom
do you refer, my son?' asked the archbishop. 'To
you, my lord', replied the cleric, to you, who have
this day compromised both honor and concience;
who have left to posterity an odius example by
stretching forth your consecrated hands to swear
to the observance of those execrable Customs!'
'This', says Bossuet, 'was the cock-crow that
aroused St. Peter' The Archbishop wept bitterly.
'I feel the full horror of my fault!' he exclaimed.
'I shall not again approach the holy altar until I
have received absolution from the Pope'."

Let all those who would condemn Thomas for his
course of action think well what they would have
done, surrounded as he was on the one hand by
his bishops, who in fear petitioned him to acquiesce, and on the other, by an armed body of knights
who threatened the clergy with exile and death on
his refusal. The following lines of Aubrey de Vere
contain a confession, a vindication, and tell of the
penance of Thomas:
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"At Clarendon I sinned, this much all know;
Few know the limit of that sin, and fewer
The threefold fraud that meshed me in that sin
From which, like weeping Peter, I arose,
To fall, I trust, no more.
In evil hour I yielded—pledged the church,
Alas! to what I knew not.
My sin before me stood.
My lords, for forty days I kept my fast
And held me from the offering of the Mass,
And sat in sackcloth; till the Pope sent word,
'Arise; be strong, and walk,' and I arose,
And hither came; and here confession make
That till the cleansed leper once again
Takes voluntary, hack his leprosy,
I with those royal customs Stain no more
My soul which Christ hath washed-"

How firm he was afterwards, when petitioned by
his bishops to yield, the following beautiful words
can tell. They remind us of the "Quod scripsi,
scripsi" of Pilate:
"My lords, have you said all? Now hear me speak.
For many truths by you this day enforced,
Hear ye in turn but one. The Church is God's:
Lords, were it ours, then might we traffic with it;
At will make large its functions, or contract;
Serve it or sell; worship or crucify.
I say the Church is God's; for He beheld it,
His thought ere time began; counted its bones,
Which in His Book were writ. I say that He
From His own side in water and in blood
Gave birth to it on Calvary, and caught it,
Despite the nails, His Bride, in his own arms.

*

*

*

*

*

Today the heathens rage; I fear them not;
If fall I must, this hand, ere yet I fall,
Stretched from the bosom of a peaceful gown
Above a troubled king and darkening realm,
Shall send God's sentence forth, my lords, farewell!"

Judge the assertion that he loved not his country else he would have come to terms, by the fol-
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lowing, his loving address to the land of his forefathers:
"But thou, my country,
The on-rolling centuries, whose fateful hands,
Shall bind the purple, or the death-robe round thee,
Engrain their deeply-dyed tissue here, and now!
Thy son I am not less than Christian bishop:
Thy martyr, if God will it, I would die."

Henry summoned the primate to a great council
at Northampton. Here a scene was enacted the
equal of which has seldom been witnessed in all
the thrilling history of the Church. The primate
of all England took in his own hand his archiepiscopal cross and led all the bishops into the
hall. Henry was at first overawed, but soon raged
furiously. All the bishops with few exceptions
consented to observe the Customs. The primate
refused. The bishops first exhorted and then
threatened to withdraw their obedience from
Thomas. The primate arose and addressed them.
His closing words were : "I therefore decline your
tribunal, and refer my quarrel to the decision of
the Pope. To him I appeal, and shall now, under
the protection of the Catholic Church and the Apostolic See, depart." Thomas was hailed by the acclamations of the people who knelt on the wayside
to receive his blessing. But he did not remain
long in England to enjoy this popularity, for he
fled from the island to consult the Pope. Pope
Alexander recommended him to the Abbot of Pontigny. in France, with whom the primate, willingly
exiled, remained for some time. Henry feared th
exile even at a distance, and watched him continu'
ally. By a refinement of cruelty he banished from
England all the relatives and friends of the prelate
to the number of four hundred, seized their revenues and bound them under oath to visit the exile
at Pontigny.
Thomas gained strength of soul in the solitude of
prayer. He sided with Pope Alexander, while
Henry and his court professed themselves on the
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side of the Antipope. Thomas fearlessly excommunicated all the royal ministers who acknowledged the Antipope, next those who had framed the
Constitutions of Clarendon, and finally all who invaded the property of the Church. Henry, wavering between hope and fear, arranged with Popes
Alexander that Becket should return to England.
The king dissembled and received the prelate, and
great was the joy of the people of Canterbury when
they saw the Archbishop return.
Thomas was not yet safe. While at Normandy,
the king, in a fit of irritation, exclaimed in vehement
words: "Of the cowards who eat my bread, is
there not one who will free me from this turbulent
priest?" The four knights, Reginald Fitzurse, William Tracy, Hugh de i\Ioreville and Richard Brito,
were present when the king thus expressed his
angry passion. They resolved to execute the will
of their sovereign.
On Christmas day Thomas preached with great
earnestness in the Cathedral at Canterbury, and
observed at the close that those who thirsted for
his blood would soon be satisfied. On the night of
December 29, 1170, the four knights above mentioned, having rudely thrust themselves into the
primate's presence, demanded of him either to raise
the excommunication which he had placed on the
king's ministers or to quit England forever. To
their insults Becket gave this wise and lofty answer: "No! Never again shall the sea lie between
me and my church. Here I am: if I am permitted
to perform my dtity, it is well : if not, I submit to
the will of God." And when the murderers came
a second time to accomplish their awful purpose,
well did he know their intention to slay him; vet
he scorned to take refuge in concealment, but going to the church, he waited at the foot of his favorite altar of Saint Benedict for the bloody men
to come upon him.
Oh! let those who grudge him the crown of martyrdom picture to themselves that awful scene.
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By the crimson light of the flickering sanctuary
lamp you can discern his figure, and grouped about
him are his murderers. A sword flashes in the red
light, the blow is intercepted by the faithful religious, Edward Grim. Another blow is aimed; it
reaches its mark. "Into Thy hands, 0 Lord, I
commend my spirit," comes from the falling hero;
a dull thud as the stricken shepherd's corpse strikes
the marble floor, and his soul stands before its
benignant Lord. As surely as there is a God in
heaven, this sacrifice was rewarded. He died for
his church, for the faith of England, and because
he was a man of heroic principle; and this result
followed that Catholicity in England was for a long
time unmolested, as were also the rights of the
clergy.
Lest we form too severe an opinion of Henry II.
when it is said that he was in a great measure
responsible for the death of Becket, it will be well
to record that he did penance and knelt at the door
of the church until the papal legates pronounced
over him the sentence of absolution in the name
of the Sovereign Pontiff. Later, when the affliction
of Heaven smote heavily upon him, we see him,
barefoot, and in pilgrim's garb, coming to Canterbury to prostrate himself in tears before the tomb
of his saintly victim.
Such was the death of a spiritual, such the repentance of a temporal monarch! I would fain add
many more telling particulars, but the scope of my
essay is limited. If I would now ask my reader,
Was St. Thomas a Becket a martyr for truth? he
would, I believe, answer me in Aubrey de Vere's
beautiful version of a portion of the Church's liturgy:
Behold a Great High Priest with rays
Of martyrdom's red sunset crowned;
None other like him in the days
Wherein he trod the earth was found.
The swords of men unholy met
Above that just one and he bled:
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But God—the God he served, hath set
A wreath unfading on his head."

J. P. Mooiz, 104.
II.
SAINT FRANCIS XAVIER, APOSTLE OF
TRUTH.
"Go ye therefore and teach all nations" was the
command given to the Apostles. Downward
through the terrible Christian persecutions this
charge descended, through the wild, savage-infested
regions of Europe and Africa it penetrated, and
now its effect may be perceived in all nations and
in all lands. We see today how well this command
has been fulfilled, and well we know that wherever
the missionary has labored, there now stand
churches, schools and colleges. In the archives of
every church the names of numerous saints, who
have sanctified by their lives the missions entrusted
to them, are carefully preserved. What honor and
praise should not then be paid to these humble
followers of the Apostles for the propagation of
that divine order! How many thousands of holy
messengers gained the coveted crown of martyrdom, after many trials and repeated afflictions!
How many thousands labored all their lives, in this
holy calling, and still live on this earth in the hearts
and on the lips of the faithful, as saints! Impossible would it be to study the lives of even a small
number of these, so let us direct our attention to
one, Saint Francis Xavier; and from the study of
his character draw conclusions concerning the
others.
Born of noble parents in sunny Spain, Xavier
early displayed a mind above the ordinary and a
character showing firmness and constancy. At an
early age we find him studying philosophy, for the
mind of Francis sought truth perpetually. At this
period of his life, Francis sought after fame rather
than virtue, and possessed a soul of pride rather
than of humility. As a philosopher, his fame was
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already widespread, when St. Ignatius of Loyola,
seeing the strength of his mind and knowing the
services he could render the souls of men, if he
were to apply his talents to God, determined to
remove the mind of Francis from earthly, and fix
it on eternal desires. His purpose was accomplished through this single verse: "What doth it
profit a man to gain the whole world and suffer the
loss of his own soul."
Xavier was ordained a priest in the newly established order of the Society of Jesus, and for a short
time labored amongst his own Spanish brethren.
But the memory of his own thirst for truth remaineci in his heart and found its outlet chiefly in
instilling into other minds those truths which he
had lately learned about God, the Author of all
Truth. Therefore, he applied for a wider field of
labor, and, earnestly undertaking the missionary
duty imposed upon him, departed for India, which
with Japan and China were lands placed in his
charge for conversion.
On the 6th of May, 1542, he landed at Goa and
immediately began to fulfill his command. it would
be impossible to enumerate the kingdoms and petty
barbarian tribes he converted; for, as Dr. Marshall
says, "when we attempt to do so we are overwhelmed by their number." Suffice it to say that
oftentimes the right hand of this great saint refused, through exhaustion, to pour the waters, and
his voice failed to pronounce the words on account
of so many having approached and received the
sacrament of baptism. If facts were needed to
prove his holiness of life and acceptability in the
sight of God, the many miracles worked by his
prayers would firmly establish this in every mind.
But let us not speak of his mighty triumphs, so
widespread and lasting, but let us accompany him
in his daily labors and observe his holy and divinely-inspired habits and duties.
Hard labors were his; but with his eyes fixed
upon the sufferings of Christ, he bore them joy-
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fully. Many trials and disappointments crowded
around him and oftentimes threatened to overwhelm
him; but patiently he bore them, knowing that each
was a step by which he could acquire greater fortitude and accomplish something still more worthy
of his Lord. And when night closed over a day of
arduous labor it was his greatest pleasure to prostrate himself before the Blessed Sacrament and
there spend the night in prayer and meditation.
Neither did God allow this sacrifice to go unrewarded, for from the saint's own words he received
such abundant consolation that he many times exclaimed, in all the truthfulness and fervor of his
heart: "0 Lord, give me not such great comfort in
this life."
After converting, in the short space of ten years
the greater part of India to the faith, as also many
provinces of China, the ardent spirit of Xavier
carried him in its boundless zeal even to Japan.
But his years of labor without ceasing brought him
soon to his eternal rest. On the lonely island of
Sansian, far away from any earthly help or consolation, with but three of his Indian converts about
him, the great Apostle of the Indies departed from
this life. His sacrifice, like his I\Iaster's, was complete.
Of his character but little remains to be said,
save that it contained in a remarkable degree masterly influence and rare tact, which, combined with
his ability to learn the different dialects of the East,
made him the Prince of Messengers in bearing the
divine tidings of salvation to countless souls.
RICHARD E. MORRIS, 104.
III.
LEO XIII., THE IMPRISONED DEFENDER
OF TRUTH IN OUR OWN DAY.
The most prominent, most venerable and unquestionably the most enlightened historical personage
of our day is His Holiness, Leo XIII. His biography, therefore, should be the all-absorbing theme
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of the student of history at this beginning of the
twentieth century.
Joachim Vincent Raphael Ludovico Pecci was
born at Carpieneto on March 2, i8io. His father
was Domenico Ludovico Pecci, and his mother
Anna Pomperi Buzi. The boy Vincent, as he was
called by his mother, was sent, together with his
brother, Joseph, to the Jesuit college of Viterbo in
1818, and remained there until 1824. They both
afterwards attended a college at Rome, and Joachim
was always among the first in his class, winning
many prizes. When he had reached his fourteenth
year his pious mother died. He still continued his
studies, and when he had completed theology he
far surpassed his fellow classmates in this sacred
science.
On the last day of the year 1837 Cardinal Odescaichi conferred the order of priesthood on Joachim
Pecci, and the following day he offered up, for the
first time, the holy sacrifice of the mass. In February, 1838, he was appointed governor of the provence of Benevento. A short time after he was
seized with typhoid fever, and it was greatly feared
that his death was near. Prayers were offered for
his recovery in Benevento and at Rome, and these
prayers seemed certainly to have been heard, for he
was soon well, and attending to his accustomed
duties.
He was consecrated Archbishop of Damietta on
February 27, 1843. On Wednesday, the 20th of
February, 1878, he was elected Pope under the name
of Leo XIII. He obtained a few votes over the
required number, and when asked if he would receive his election as the Supreme Pontiff of the
Catholic Church, he at first complained of his own
unworthiness, but, seeing that the electors were determined that he should be their choice, he humbly
submitted to the Divine will.
Leo XIII. has devoted his life, next to the divine
interests of souls, to the culture and advancement
of letters and science. He is even now one of the
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most learned scholars of the present or the past.
His Encyclical Letters are masterpieces of literary
composition, and models of the most exquisite
Latin. It is acknowledged of this Pontiff that no
other teacher of late centuries has uttered such
pregnant, needful and far-reaching words of inspired wisdom. All acknowledge that if Christian
society and Christian civilization are to subsist, it
must be on the basis laid down by him in his wonderful Encyclical, "Immortale Dei."
Leo XIII. has always been an advocate and promoter of thorough education for the people as well
as for the leading classes. Examples of this are
the work that he achieved in Perugia and what he
has earnestly endeavored to accomplish at Rome,
where he is laboring under such great difficulties.
Many are the students of history who know not
that His Holiness, Leo XIII., is imprisoned in the
Vatican, dispossessed of his states by an unjust, a
poverty-stricken and fast-falling government, and
all because he will not accept a paltry price for the
rights of the Sovereign Pontiff. He would certainly
be received with open arms by any crowned ruler
of the world; but this were to sell his right. He
stands at his post to dictate to all nations the truths
of the Catholic Church, to protest against the injustice of usurpers. His saintly predecessor said
in his last hour: "I shall die secure. God will
take care of my dynasty and heritage." Leo XIII.
has kept unsullied the sacred deposit and "the gates
of hell shall not prevail against him."
JOSEPH QUINN, '04.

ON
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ANGELINE'S GRAVE.

Hexameters.
Westward here on its hills, unsurpassed in their
beauty of verdure,
Girded around by the pines and the high-tow'ring
cedars of nature,
Rises an opulent city; its inmates, in high-thoughted language,
Call it the Queen of the West and the gate to the
glittering North strand.
Well removed from its marts on the humble brow of
a hillock,
Populous rendered by sons, their first father's penalty rueing,
Nestles a city of death, a region of skulls and of
spectres,
Visited oft for its quiet by pilgrims from lands of
the sunrise.
All are impressed by one tomb—'tis wide for simplicity noted—
Nor vault nor proud marble shaft queenly immaculate marks it.
Swarded, triangular shaped is the plot commanding
far int'rest;
Slight is the tufted knoll, at its head is a tree
whereon robins
Sweetly sing the soft lay so beloved by the child
of the woodland.
There is a rough block of granite, a metre from turf
that's uplifted
Truly possessing, as she whose name it is bearing,
the candor
Truthful nature bestows. It is marked by an artlessness simple,
That here shines all the more 'mid resplendently
haughty companions.
Westward there on its side the retiring king of our
daylight
Beholds "Angeline Daughter of Seattle" and sinks
to his slumber.

'The 'Poets' are [amous for many things."
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Shadows of eve now enshroud us. A swarthy son
of the redman
Tearful approaches and kneels on the withering
grass so neglected;
Four score winters of hardships his toil-worn frame
has enfeebled,
Hard years of sorrow have left their sad trace on
his care-furrowed visage,
Spurning emotions, he smothers the dirge of a griefladen people,
Murmuring low to himself. But control is soon
rendered a torture,
Rude and discordant, a wail, in his Indian accents
relieve him:
"Angeline! Angeline! why dost thou rest here
far from thy kindred,
'Midst a people of customs and manners averse?
An intruder
In lands thine by possession! Oft have we roamed
o'er these hill-crests,
Cheerless now and stript of their beauty by nature
begotten!
Oft have thine eyes the once stately forest beheld,
and each rising
Blade told thee its story. Oh! Angeline, soon must
I also
Start on my journey homeward to live in the land
of Ponemah.
J. P. MooTz, '04.
COLLEGII SEATTLENSIS DIARIIJM.
Prid. Non. Sept. MCMI, patuere Collegii
Seattlensis januae, atque alumni ad numerum circiter sexaginta, ut difficile anni scholastici opus impense inciperent, intraverunt. Die prima, tantum
schola brevis, uti communiter in Collegiis dicitur,
habita fuit. Hanc horam brevissiman-i incipientibus
juvenibus librorum requisitorum catalogus atque
lectio, die sequenti recitanda, data fuerunt.
Linguae Ciceronis ac Virgilii Iiterario in ludo
studemus, atque oratiories Ciceronis locis difficilibus
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abundantes reperimus. Ludus pila maximam cornmotionem inter juvenes studiosos efficit, qui clamoribus suis aerem complent, ac si nullos, hac in
urbe, vicinos haberent. Campus in parte septentrionali collegii collocatus, multurn est ernendatus
atque classes, maxima cum aemulatione, invicem
certant. Caelo quidem serenissimo utimur, nam
"raro pluit," ac jucundurn est tempore pomeridiano
ambulatum ire.
W. V. QUINN, 1 05.
Die Lunae, Prid. Kal. Octobres, hora circiter
nona, in collegii auditorium convenerunt alumni
omnes, Ut unaquaeque classis, scholae specimen exhiberet. Libellus exercitiorum exhibendorum ordinem continens, atque ab unaquaque schola praesentatus, primo thema Anglice expressum, dein elocutionis specimen, ac postremo varia exercitia, turn
Latina et Graeca turn Mathematica, indicavit.
Dies vacuus alumnis Poesis atque Literarum
Hurnaniorurn in dando specimine excellentibus, ac
in eorum honore omnibus Collegii alumnis est
datus.
Mensis anni scholastici secundus optimum sumpsit iriitium. Condiscipuli mei lectiones optime callentes, jam nunc intelligunt studium constans niulto
magis ad delicias animae quam pigritiam otiumque
ad corporis voluptatem adjuvare.
J. P. M0OTZ, 04.
In collegio nostro est vexillurn patriuni stellis
lineisciue coloratum quod toto menseNovembri
multae contentionis causa fuit, praesertim in ludo
pila. Hoc ipsum habetur praemium, nunc a schola
juniori, nunc a seniori, prouti felici vel infelici successu evenit certamen. Primo in poetarum paiaestra, dein in ludo literario alumnorum academiae
prirnae. tertio ab alumnis literarum hunianiorum
exhibitum fuit. Adolescentihus acadeniiae IIIae,
favore dato, diu judicabatur ac victores illud idem
in fenestra campum versus patenti, ubi a victis facile
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conspici posset, singula vice explicuerunt. Ast fata
fallentia! rursus ab academicis primis ereptum fuit
et jamditi in eorum fenestra moratur. Denique in
cubiculum literis humanioribus constitutum revertit ac ibi usque ad scholae finem remansit.
Primo ineunte vere, vestimenta pilaria pro alum
nis delectis qui collegium in carnpo repraesentant,
sunt parata. Undecies in ludis bene certatis contenderunt, ac toties victores reverterunt. Appropinquante anni scholastici fine, anxietas nostra circa
examina ac publica classium exercitia, magis
magisque in dies crescit. Tandem post difficilium
laborum annum, jucundum erit duobus relaxationis
mensibus perfrui et.
"Forsan et haec ohm meminisse juvabit."
RICHARD E. MORRIS, 1 04.
CREATION'S HOMAGE TO THE NATIVITY.
Calmly the solemn moonlight,
In shadows weird and still,
Falls over sleeping Bethlehem
And lights each glimm'ring hill.
The stars in peace ascending
Seek each their 'customed place,
And, flashing brightly downward,
Show nature's sparkling face.
The darkened hills of Juda
Send forth no waking sound;
All quarrels and dissensions
Are stilled the country round.
Far distant, slumb'ring, resting
Amid its ghitt'ring towers,
Untroubled Rome lies silent,
Unheeding strength'ning Powers.
The brawl and fierce contention
Are hushed throughout its streets,
And dreamland's misty pleasure
The clam'ring children keeps.
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Nor camp nor restless foeman
Is guarding glory's call;
As was the calm of Eden
Peace reigneth over all.
Still Earth has calmed her offspring;
The beasts search not for prey,
The flitting birds are resting,
The oceans gently sway.
For in the manger lowly
There lies on rustling straw
The Prince of Peace made human,
Creation bends in awe.
RICHARD E. MoRRIS, '04.

THE HEROISM OF A PEASANT.
The following heroic action of a courageous selfsacrificing peasant should be accorded a prominent
place in the annals of great and glorious deeds.
It was spring or early summer in the towering
Alps, in the north of Italy, and the heavy cover of
winter snow that capped the mountains had begun
to melt and descend to swell the torrents in every
river bed. Down the sides of the mountain leaped
the angry waters, hurrying on with a velocity that
threatened destruction to everything that came in
their way. Foaming and muddy, ever increasing
in volume, they roared through the sunny valleys
until they reached the Adige, swelling to a fury the
flood of this river. With a destructive force the torrent foams and flows past the town of Verona.
A little distance below the town is a bridge constructed of two small stone arches, too narrow to
afford a passage for the furious flood. In their
extremity the people of Verona fear that the bridge
will be washed away; nothing can be done to save
it, and their fears are realized. They awake one
morning to find that the two stone arches have been
swept away, while the center pier that supported
the arches is still standing. All the populace of
Verona have come to witness the havoc wrought
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by the river, but on their countenances one can discern an expression of sympathy,of grief, of despair,
which no earthly loss could account for. The direction of their gaze bespeak their fears. On the yet
remaining column of masonry in midstream stands
a small cottage, and within this cottage they can see
distinctly the toll-gatherer of the bridge, with his
wife and family, wailing around him,—all evidently
awaiting the moment when they will be forced to
meet death in the furious waters. No wonder the
inhabitants of Verona were filled with dread on beholding the scene.
This poor man could not in his poverty provide
himself and family a more comfortable home than
this little hut on the middle of the bridge, and here
be was with a loving wife and innocent children, all
about to be summoned before a just and unerring
Judge. What thoughts flashed through their minds?
Were they intent upon their eternal future or were
they occupied with the hopes of self-preservation?
Among the crowd on the bank was a nobleman
who offered a purse, well filled with three hundred
gold pieces, to anyone who would venture his life
to save the imperilled family. But any attempt to
brave the mighty flood seemed certain death to the
adventurer, and nobody in the crowd could be
found to hazard his life. A moment later a generous,
brawny-armed peasant-boy came along, who, moved
with compassion for his poor neighbor, at once volunteered to attempt a rescue. He launched his
small but firm little boat and handled a pair of oars
with a stout and sturdy muscle well developed by
his toils in the field. His heart was brave and
throbbed with delight while be dwelt on the hope
of rescuing this poor, unfortunate family. Taking
with him a heavy anchor and plenty of rope, he put
out into the strong current and worked with might
and main, all but straining every muscle to keep
his course and to prevent the raging flood from
bearing off his skiff. Despite the force of the water
and the floating debris hurled against his light craft,
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he soon dropped anchor beside the column of masonry. The imprisoned toll-gatherer, now cheered
by a ray of hope, lowered by means of a rope his
wife and family, one by one, into the boat; he then
made fast the rope and climbed down hand under
hand and securely stepped into the little life-boat,
so timely provided for his safety. The peasant now
encouraged his fearful passengers with the assurance, "You are safe! take courage !" The fearless
oarsman, knowing that since his boat was laden
there was less danger of being carried away by the
current, again took hold of his oars, and, after a
few strenuous efforts, landed in triumph his frightened passengers. Cheer upon cheer went up for
the brave boy, and it was with difficulty that the
nobleman forced his way through the crowd,
grasped the hand of the blushing hero and offered
him the purse he had so well earned. Great indeed
was the deed the young man had performed, but
he now enhanced it fourfold by his sacrifice of self.
Refusing the gold, he replied with words begotten
of greatness of soul: "Not for your gold have I
ventured my life; the safety of my poverty-stricken
neighbors is reward sufficient for me. Give the purse
to this poor man; it will help him support his family."
Such is the deed we deem worthy of our pen;
such is the action and generosity we should all
W. V. QUINN, '05.
imitate.
DIDASCALUS IN ALUMNIJM.
(Ad Instar Ciceronis "In Catilinam" Orationis
Primae.)
Quousque tandem abutere, Joannes, patientia nostra? Quamdiu etiam pigritia ista tua eludet? Quem
ad finem sese effrenata jactabit audacia? Nihilne
te orationes magistri, nihil verba acerbissima parenturn, nihil verberum timor, nihil dedecus tibi sub
fine hebdornadis impendens, nihil condiscipulorum
objurgationes moverunt? Quid vero? Quod maximam partem temporis otiaris nec te pudet? Patere
tuam desidiam non sentis? Tibi studendum esse,
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si doctus fieri velles, non vides? Studium est "limae
labor" et labor tibi amandus est si quid in posteruin
agere velis. Quid proxima, quid superiore nocte
egeris, cui rei studueris, quae pensa omiseris, hac
in palestra nihil jam diu profeceris, quem nostrum
ignorare arbitraris? 0 tempora! 0 fallacem spem!
parentes haec intelligunt, studiorum praefectus jam
din videt, hic tamen apud nos impunitus sedet.
Sedet impunitus? Immo vero etiam in ludo litterario inquietus, alios studio, strepitu suo, prohibet.
Verbera tibi, Joannes, mann praefecti infligenda
jam pridem debebantur; ex schola te expelli propter
culpas tuas oportebat; in te conferri istam pestem
quarn tu in teipsum cotidie cumulas. An vero alii
pueri puniti ex schola expulsi sunt propter culpas
leniores? Te, neque studere volentem, neque alios
studere sinentem, nos omnes perferemus? Minime
gentium; egredere aliquando ex schola, patent portae, proficiscere. Nobiscum versari jam diutius non
potes, non feram, non patiar, non sinam. Tecum
exporta etiam omnia tua, stylos, libros, et cetera;
propera; an velis canes latrantes te usque ad portas
prosequantur?
H. J. CAREY, 104.
LONGFELLOW'S "KING ROBERT OF SICILY," IN PROSE.
"Deposuit potentes de sede."
On St. John's eve, King Robert of Sicily, brother
of Pope Urban, with many courtiers and knights
beside him, proudly sat at Vespers, and listened to
the hymns and psalms which the priests were singing. As they came to the words, "Deposuit potentes de sede et exaltavit humiles," the king's attention was particularly aroused. Turning to his clerk,
he ordered him to tell him the meaning of these
words The clerk answered, "He has put down the
mighty from their seat, and has exalted them of
low degree." "Ah !" he said, "leave these words to
the priests, and let people believe them if they will;
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but nothing in this world can separate me from my
throne." And then, with a majestic gesture, he
leaned back in his chair, and, lulled by the monotonous chant, was soon forgetful of everything
around him.
It was completely dark when he awoke. Gazing
around, he fotind himself alone in an empty church,
with neither courtiers nor knights in attendance.
He called aloud, but received no answer. He tried
to open the door, but it was locked. Finally, his
knocking and shouting brought the sexton, who.
believing that some vagabond had entered the
house of prayer, came and threw the door wide
open, asking who it was. "It is I, the King," came
the answer, and Robert hurried out.
He rushed headlong through the streets and
courtyard, where a brilliant light from the palace
window showed him dressed as a pauper. Still he
hurried on, and ascended the broad stairs, when the
sound of great merriment and feasting came to his
ears. Breathless and amazed, he forced his way
to his throne. But behold! there, surrounded by
numerous, sparkling and jeweled forms, a man,
radiant as an Angel, but in features, speech and
manners, as Robert himself, sat upon the throne.
Mad and excited, he pushed forward, and shouted: "In heaven's name, who art thou? I am the
King. No one but I has a right to Sit upon that
throne." Before he could say another word,
—quickly from belts leaped daggers,
And swords from their sheaths flashed bare,
And men from their seats defiant
Sprang ready to slay him there.".

With face calm and grave, the Angel replied:
"Thou art an imposter. Dare not to reproach thy
King. There cannot be two Kings in one Kingdom.
Henceforth thou shalt wear the bells and scalloped
cape, and take charge of the apes. Be quick, be
away from my sight !" Poor Robert was compelled
to withdraw, and "his heart was broken, crazed his
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brain," when, as he left the hall, he heard the deafening shouts of "Long live the King."
Next morning, the first ray of the glorious sun
found the miserable King in a stable. "Ah, yes, it
was only a dream," he thought. But the rustling
straw and the rough, colored walls, the cape and
bells at his side, and a number of apes, chattering
and shivering in a corner, proved that it had been
no dream. The world, whose luxuries and splendor
he had enjoyed, now offered him only scorn and
rebtike.
Days passed; days came. King Robert, with his
only friends the apes, satisfying his hunger with
what others left, scorned by courtiers, laughed at
by pages, still claimed the throne, saying, "I am
the King."
Such was his daily life for almost three years
when an ambassador from Pope Urban, bearing a
royal message to the King of Sicily, inviting him
to comc to Rome on Holy Thursday, raised his
hopes once more. After a few days, a glittering
procession moved out of the palace, on its way to
the Holy City. As they passed, in pomp and grandeur, they were everywhere cheered and welcomed
and people covered the road with a carpet of flowers. But poor Robert, as he followed, was only
another source of merriment.
During the celebration at the Papal court Robert
suddenly broke in, and cried out in the face of the
Pope, "This is not the King you receive. I am the
King. Although by ill fortune, I appear a jester,
yet I am thy brother. Canst thou not recognize
me." The Pope closely observed his countenance,
but such a laughable appearance banished every reason for his claim. "I command thee to be away. I
recognize in the King my true brother." This answer was almost like a death-blow to King Robert,
for now all his cherished hopes were blasted. How
small and powerless he felt himself now!
After they had returned from Rome, the Angel
called Robert, and asked him if he were the King.
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Robert, kneeling down on the ground, crossed his
hands on his breast and humbly replied: "Thou
knowest best. My past career has been one of sin.
If it be the will of our Lord, I am ready to spend the
rest of my days in penance." The Angel smiled,
and solemnly said: "I am an Angel sent from
heaven. Thou art the King of Sicily." In an instant he was invisible, and King Robert was again
seated upon his throne. He now felt and was convinced that there is One whose power is far mightier than that of a King; and to Him he was ever
after submissive and docile.
FRANK Y. MORE, '08.
A JUVENILE HERO'S PLEASANT SURPRISE.
It was Christmas eve, a few years ago. The day
was wintry cold; silently down through the chilly
air fell the soft snow. Flake by flake it descended
until housetops and streets were covered with a
mantle of white. The wind blew in great blasts
around the houses.
Down at the end of a dark and gruesome alley, in
one of our Western towns, stood a small cottage.
In that little hut that was shaken by the merciless
blast, the windows were broken, allowing the chilly
air to penetrate the small rooms. The roof leaked;
no smoke rolled from the haif-brokendown chimney, for there was no fire inside the house. In this
cheerless habitation lived Roy Burke with hi
mother, now a poor old woman, who in the days o
her health had labored for long years from morn till
night. Her strength was now exhausted, and her
son Roy was her sole support. He sold papers, rarr
errands, and did everything possible to earn money
for his mother. But hard times had come, and there
were food, fuel and medicine to be purchased with
the boy's small earnings.
Thus they saw Christmas at hand. But what a
day for them! That day of days, when all homes
are ringing with the laughter of children or with
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the sweet music which, at that season especially,
delights the older inmates of the household, was
for poor Roy a gloomy one. His mother lay sick
upon a cot in a corner of the cold room, and there
was not a morsel of food to nourish her nor any
fuel with which a fire could be kindled. The poor
boy at last arose from his stupor with a resolution
of earning money and making this Christmas a
merry one for his mother. For, said he to himself,
"It may be her last one upon this earth."
So he started out to see what he could do. For
hours Roy wandered through the streets, and at
last sat down upon a cold curbstone, disheartened.
All the faces of the passing throng shone with
pleasure, but there was no happiness for him. At
last he awoke from his gloomy thoughts and started
down the Street towards the water front.
As he walked out to the end of one of the big
tlocks, he saw beside him two well-dressed boys
playing thoughtlessly among the tiers of freight
which was piled up awaiting the incoming steamer.
As Roy crouched down to protect his shivering
frame from the wind he heard a cry for help. He
leaped forward to the edge of the dock, and, 'looking
over, saw the smaller of the two boys quickly disappearing beneath the surface of the water. Without
a moment's hesitation he sprang into the freezing
waters. A few strong strokes carried him to the
drowning boy, whom he seized by the hair with one
hand and began swimming towards the shore with
the other.
When they reached the wharf, several of the bystanders aided the two to the top of the pier, and
wrapped their coats around the rescued boy. But
no one thought of the ragged little hero who had
saved the life of one who was to him a stranger.
So, chilled to the bone, yet with the consciousness of having done what he felt a generous boy
should have done, Roy made his way to his home.
He arrived penniless at the shattered little dwelling;
cold and shivering, he crept through the door. With
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tears in his eyes he told his mother of his ill luck,
of how he strove with all his heart to earn something, but could not. While thus engaged, he did
not hear the heavy footsteps that came to the door
and then straight into the cottage. Following the
surprised glance of his weeping mother, Roy turned
and stood face to face with a middle-aged man. It
was the father of the boy he had saved.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Christmas morn has broken, and in a cozy room
in a richly furnished house Roy's mother finds herself surrounded by hired attendants, while she can
hear her son's voice mingle in the merriment of the
boy he had rescued from a cold, watery grave. And
the little hero now happily looks back at the day before, when he sat on an old empty box and dreamt
of lighted houses and fancy dinners. What a contrast! But the joy of the rescued, the happiness
of the household, the honest pride of his convalescent mother are his reward.
ALBERT E. PRJCKETT, '05.
RECREATION HOURS AT SEATTLE COLLEGE.
Nobis
Haec Otia Fecit."
"Deus
Seattle College, like all Catholic colleges, affords
her students many fine amusements. The gymnasium cannot be surpassed for one its size. On
rainy days, seventy-five boys can be seen on trapezes
and bars practicing many new tricks. The older
boys swing the Indian clubs with great dexterity,
while the smaller ones climb the ropes to the very
ceiling and perform all kinds of marvellous feats.
The handball alley, which was erected last year,
also engages many busy players, whether it rains
or shines. The older boys have the south court
and the smaller ones the north. The south side was
cemented during vacation and is the side most preferred for playing. Suppose we watch the older
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boys a while. See! how manly they play, and how
they are straining every muscle to gain a point!
Recreation helps study, and so our exercise meets
with the encouragement of the Fathers, so much
interested in our welfare. Even they watch the
games and manifest no little enthusiasm as the
points are gained and lost. The game is over and
new players try their skill in the place of victor and
vanquished.
If we turn our attention to another portion of the playground we see that the college
baseball team is practicing to play a game tomorrow. May it add one more to our splendid list of
victories. This is the way the boys have their exercise outdoors, and when inside they work as hard
as they play outside.
ERNEST L. DESILETS, '08.

THE MID-WINTER EXAMINATION...
It was not with pleasant thoughts that some of
the boys of our class looked forward to the examinations. As we all knew that they meant serious work, the month before their arrival had been
an extra studious one. At last the day of reckoning came. Monday morning found an anxiouslooking set of boys marching up the steps to their
classroom. Some who had not studied hard during
the first term had been crowded with work, while
others who by their exertions had already proven
themselves excellent students, were waiting patiently to show their abilities in the examinations.
What will be the first subject? was the thought
of many on entering the class-room. We were
not kept long in suspense, however, for "English
Grammar" was written on the board and we all fell
to our task. The rest of the day was passed in this
manner, till finally the joyful sound of the bell was
heard and all went home, glad that the first day
was concluded.
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Tuesday arrived and with it a snow storm. Few
of the boys were in time for mass, but when we assembled in our classroom only three were absent.
The written examinations were finished on Wednesday, and the oral began on Thursday. These continued for a day and a half; the two hours remaining over the Prefect of studies gave free.
The object of all the students now was to find
out their notes and the teachers had a hard time
to keep from telling them.
The following Monday was the day set apart for
the monthly specimen, but the teacher of the class
appointed to give it being away, we were obliged
to postpone it till the following month. Each class,
however, gave its recitation piece and composition.
Richard Morris of the class of Poetry spoke "Rienzi's Address to the Romans." The other classes,
urged on by his good example, did their best. When
this was completed another half-holiday was given
and the following morning we started the New
JOHN KELLY, '08.
Term.
Seattle College,
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 17, 1902.
Dear Friend: Last Wednesday our teacher stated
that the composition for this week would be a letter to one of the other colleges in any part of the
world. He gave us the names of a number of colleges, and I chose yours because our customs are so
different.
I go to the Jesuit college here, and am a scholar
of "Third Academic," so I suppose our studies are
much the same. The main lessons of our class are
English Composition, Elocution, Latin, English
Grammar, Arithmetic, Geography and History. We
are reviewing them all now for the examination
which will soon take place.
Our class motto is, "Age Quod Agis," which signifies in English, "Whatever you do, do it well."
Our greatest ambition is to follow it out this month
so as to win "the banner" and half-holiday, which
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are the prizes for the best class-averages in the college. "Poetry" and "Humanities" have the honor
of being the victors of the preceding months, but
we do not intend that this shall be the case in the
coming months.
Now that I have given you a view of an American
boy's class-room I will open the door to the playground. This consists of a fine base-ball campus
and hand-ball alley. The President of our college
had a beautiful flag made for the class that could
prove its members champions of the latter game.
The victors hold it until some other class-team
proves itself superior to them in the game. Our
class held it for a long time, much to the surprise
of all, for we are the lowest of the Academics. After
enjoying the honor of having the flag in our window
for some weeks we were defeated a few days ago
by the athletes of Second Academic, who still hold
the championship.
Besides these excellent sports we have a fine
gymnasium which any school might envy. There
are trapezes, Indian clubs, dumb-bells, a punchingbag, horizontal and parallel bars, ladders, chestweights, a swing, &c., &c.
Seattle's situation is much different from that of
the city in which you live. It is bordered by Puget
Sound on the West, and by Lake Washington on
the East. The harbor is one of the greatest in the
world and is noted particularly for its trade with
Alaska, Japan and China. On a summer evening,
at sunset, a prettier view cannot be found. As you
look to the North you can occasionally see a cloud
of smoke rising in the air and you know it is a
large steamer. Then as you fix your gaze closer to
the shore you can see the tugs going up and down,
each "Like a soldier guarding a general's tent."
But we must not think of summer when winter
is at hand. At present there are many rain storms
and it is sometimes very cold. As I have nothing
more to say I must close.
Your friend, JOHN KELLY, '08.
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Seattle College,
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 9, 1901.
Dear John: As I have heard in your last letter
that you were very sick, I intend to send you a few
lines, hoping that you will soon be well.
We are getting along very well in school. At
present we are having a contest between the "Blues"
and the "Whites," which will last for three months
Each side has nine boys, and when one boy makes
a mistake another on the opposing side tries to correct him. If he succeeds, he receives a point; and
the side which has the most points at the end of the
month wins. The "Whites" won last month.
The boys enjoy the hand-ball alley very much;
somebody is always playing on the courts. The
specimen last month was quite successful. Father
had invited a few friends to come and see it.
Poetry class won the "Banner" again, but it was
not far from our grasp. I received a first testimonial
this month. With best wishes for a speedy recovery, I remain
Your sincere friend, FERDINAND NIST.
GEORGE WASHINGTON.
George Washington was born in Westmoreland
County, Virginia, on the 22nd of February, 1732.
As a youth, he was honest, obedient and truthful;
and was not only first in his play but also in his
studies. His education was limited, as his father
died when he was only eleven years old, and George
stopped attending school at the age of sixteen. As
a young man he was loved by all who knew him.
He gained at this period of his life a thorough
knowledge of surveying. It was his principle of
life to do all things well. "Age Quod Agis" was
in truth his motto, as it is ours.
When Washington grew to be a man he joined
the army, and was sent on a very critical and dangerous expedition. While he was on his journey
he was fired at by an Indian, but escaped unhurt.
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During the war of Independence he made himself
famous, and was afterwards elected first President
of the United States. He served for eight years in
that high office; and was re-elected for the following years, but declined, saying eight years were
enough for any man. This practice of each President serving only eight years is still kept in the
United States to this day.
Washington ended his earthly career in peace,
Dec. 14, 1799.
CARROLL B. REYNOLDS, '08.
Palos, Spain, July 3, 1492.
Reverend Juan Perez: After you had so kindly
procured for us the assistance and protection of the
Spanish sovereigns, we lost no time in preparing
for the voyage, and, as soon as everything was ready
we set sail. I chose the Santa Maria for myself, and
entrusted the Nina to my brother Vincente and the
Pinta to Martin Pinzon. We sailed in fine weather
for the first few days, but then a storm arose, and
became so bad that we were obliged to put in at
the Canary Islands for repairs. This being done we
again set sail and continued our journey.
Owing to the length of time we had been upon
the waters, the sailors became frightened, and then,
as matters did not change, mutinous. One of their
number came and demanded that I should turn the
prow of the vessel towards Spain. He declared
that force would be used if I resisted. I stood
firm, however, and they, seeing I would not give in,
were afraid to do anything and so decided to let
matters rest for a few days. During this time
branches and leaves began to appear on the water
and we all knew that land was near. I offered a
prize to the first one who should discover it, and
this restored the good humor of the men. It was
won by Rodrigo Friana, a sailor of the Nina, who
discovered land on the twelfth of October. A cannon was immediately fired to announce the joyful
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tidings. Nimble as monkeys, the sailors were soon
at the mast-head. At first all that could be distinguished was a low line of black. About an hour
was spent in anxious suspense, and then land could
be clearly seen.
Having approached the shore as near as we were
able, we quitted the ships and started in small
beats for the nearest point. The sailors were overjoyed. As I was anxious that nothing should befall our vessels, I was speculating on the direction
of the wind, in order to bring them to some sheltered spot, when, suddenly, we were surprised by
the chattering of parrots and the twitterings of
nestlings. These sounds fell like music on our ears,
and we all thanked God for having watched us safely
through our perils. On landing we iamed the place
San Salvador and took possession of it in the name
of Queen Isabella. The inhabitants of this beautiful country are strange-looking individuals, being
of a copper color, with very high cheek-bones. They
showed us every possible mark of affection, and
seemed to respect us as some divine beings, that
had favored them with their presence. Soon after
I began to explore the ocean again and discovered
two other islands. I named them Cuba and Hayti
and then returned to Spain, where Queen Isabella
received me with great pleasure. I am now at her
Your friend,
court.
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.
JOHN KELLY, 108.
Seattle College,
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 14, 1901.
Dear George Fox: I have heard that you were
very ill, but I hope you will soon recover. We are
having had weather out here and it is very disagreeable, especially when it is too wet and muddy
to play handball. I will tell you about the college
and I think that it will make you feel better.
In our Latin Grammar we are as far as the verbs,
and we can even talk Latin. While playing hand-
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ball we can also count points in Latin. Latin is
an excellent study; if you get the chance to learn
it, you had better take my advice, and do so.
We had a specimen which was very creditable.
The tournament of hand ball is just going on, and
I tell you it creates a good deal of excitement. Sometime this month one of Fr. Finn's books will be
awarded to the best boy in the gymnasium, which
during lunch time is filled with eager contestants.
We started to play football last week, but were advised to discontinue, as it did not chime in well.
with our studies. I cannot tell you any more this
time, so I will close. I hope soon to hear from you.
ERNEST DESILETS, 'o8.
SEATTLE COLLEGE GAMES.
Anyone coming into the play-grounds of Seattle
College at the morning recess might see a crowd
of happy, thoughtless boys break ranks, and immediately begin to play. Some run for the gymnasium,
others to the hand-ball alley, while a great many
remain on the grounds to play base-ball.
The hand-ball alley is one of the greatest sources
of amusement our dear Alma Mater affords her
children. One side of it is given to the large boys,
and the other to the smaller ones of Third Academic
and Preparatory classes.
Let us for a few moments witness the game that
is now going on. The larger boys are at play. The
game is steady and tight. The ball is now struck
by a player. It hits the wall and rebounds, only to
be again tossed against the alley, until by some
skilful movement it so strikes as to make it impossible for another to get it, or else it misses its
aim and gives "a score" or makes "a hand out." In
the meantime three other boys are patiently waiting to stand the victors.
We now enter the gymnasium. Here the boys
are going up the ladder, swinging on the trapezes,
punching the punching-bag, swinging the Indian
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clubs, and doing many other feats of skill and
strength. Pretty soon one of the boys from the
higher classes enters, and from the easy way he
does things anyone can tell at a glance that he has
attended college several years. He will swing
himself into a trapeze with the ease of a professional, and punch the bag with such rapidity as to
astonish the bystanders.
Let us now go to the grounds. Here some of the
boys are playing tops and marbles, while an exciting game of base-ball is going on between the
others. A boy knocks a hard liner to third base,
and from the shouts that greet the catching of it
anyone can tell that this is the national game.
The last place we visit is the pullaway grounds
of the small boys. Here many are being thrown
down and patted. One not acquainted with boys
would think they would surely be killed; but when
the bell rings for class they all assemble in ranks
as fresh and bright as ever.
Now, play must give way to a more serious occupation, to that of study, and again we entei the
busy class-rooms, here to resume our labors.
JOHN KELLY, 'o8.
MARY, OUR MOTHER.
Mother is a name that should always be spoken
with reverence in a truly Christian family. Who
from earliest childhood took the most interest in
your welfare? It was your mother. She paid the
gravest attention to the first small trials of your
life. When the temptations of life are to be resisted she seems to he always at your elbow, ready
to guide you. Her way is that of kind and cheering
words. When we have grown old and our mother
has long since passed away we should think of her,
that her good example may help us to lead a good
life.
Mary, the mother of God, should be the same as
a mother to us, for indeed, she is the adopted
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mother of mankind. If we wish her to help us we
should speak to her with the same feeling that we
would have if we were speaking to our own mother.
When we have committed a sin we should go at
once and ask her help, and we are sure of receiving
aid.
It would seem that the Blessed Virgin, because
of her great holiness, would not be like ordinary
women, but this is not the case. She showed mankind what a true mother should do; and, mothers
following her example are sure to do right.
JOHN KELLY, 'o8.
THE HERO OF THE REVOLUTION.
George Washington, the bravest of the brave,
was born on Feb. 22, 1732, in Westmoreland County, Virginia. He was noted for his chivalrous and
unspotted character. His activity and zeal were
something marvellous. When but a young boy, he
realized the importance of truth and obedience, at
a time when life lay before him with all its best
promises. When eleven years old he was left an
orphan to the care of an excellent mother, who took
all possible pains to bring up her noble boy in the
love and fear of God. He acquired a knowledge of
Arithmetic and Geometry and learnt how to survey
land.
He was as skilful an athlete out of doors as he
was a scholar within. His politeness and truthfulness were matters of no small admiration from his
friends. At the age of sixteen he surveyed lands
for Lord Fairfax, and continued his honest work
for three years. Fairfax was an aged teacher and
became George's fast friend. Fame awaited Washington from his youth. At the age of nineteen he
was raised to the honor of major, and was sent on
a perilous message across the Alleghany mountains.
No one was spoken of so much in his colony as
Washington. He was the first man from Virginia
that led troops across the Alleghanies, and was the
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only man that with honor caine out of the disastrous conflict in which Braddock was mortally
wounded. No one ever found in him the least sign
of shrinking from danger. He was very merry
and loved sports. When a general he was remarkable for his high courage and love of adventure.
After the Revolution he was elected President
with shouts and applause from every one. Before
dying he had the happiness of seeing the colonies
united and prospering rapidly. What is said of him
is true, "He was as fortunate and great as good."
He finally ended his earthly career in peace at Mt.
Vernon, Dec. 14, 1799.
ERNEST L. DESILETS, 'o8.
THE COLLEGE BUTTON.
The college button, of which a design is here
given, was introduced into the college as a classmedal during the past year. The wording "Seattle
College" is set in a field of azure and white, encircling the crimson and gold of the arms of Loyola.
Blue and white—the colors of the Immaculate Conception—are the College Colors. Similar buttons,
all bearing the coat-of-arms of Loyola and their own

individuation, are being adopted by all the Jesuit
colleges in the United States. A brother of Saint
Ignatius thus describes his armorial bearings: "And
whosoever shall inherit this my entailed estate, shall
be bound to be called by my surname and ancestry
of Onaz and Loyola, and to wear and carry my
arms and insignia in camp and wherever he may
go. Which said arms of my said house are seven
red bars on a field of gold, and those of the house
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of Loyola, black pot-hangers and two gray wolves
with a kettle hung from said pot-hangers, which
wolves aforesaid hold the kettle between them,—
the whole to be placed on a white field, as at the
head of this writing."
THE NEW ACADEMY OF THE HOLY
NAMES.
Any chronicle of the past year would be incomplete without a mention of the departure of the
Sisters of the Holy Names and their pupils, with
the beginning of the Xmas holidays, from their old
quarters in the school building on the corner of
East Union and Tenth Avenue, which they had occupied so patiently and happily for the past seven
years. This was an event that brought mutual joy
to the Academy and to the College;—to the Academy, for now the ever increasing number of students could be accommodated in a splendid new
building and grounds; to the College, for now at
last we could remove tree and stump to make space
for our ball team's victories, and the college authorities could find in the vacated building classrooms during coming years for our College Classes
A word about the new "Academy of the Holy
Names." This select day-school for girls, situated
on Broadway near Madison Street, was opened Jan.
6, 1902, and has already a large enrollment of pupils. It is conducted by the Sisters of the Holy
Names of Jesus and Mary—a teaching order, whose
aim is to reach a high standard in all that constitutes cultured womanhood. The building is new,
commodious and well equipped for thorough educational work,—the location ideal. The system of
instruction followed is comprehensive, embracing
all that pertains to physical, mental and moral culture. Diplomas and gold medals are conferred on
those who satisfactorily complete the Scientific
Course, Grammar Certificates on the successful
completion of the Eighth grade. Drawing, Paint-
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jug, Elocution, Latin, French and German are included in the regular course. The I'vlusic and the
Art departments furnish all the essentials for advanced study, while "beginners" receive careftd attention. Young ladies who desire to qualify themselves for teachers are afforded every facility.
IIethods of instruction are based on the most approved ideas of modern education. Stenography
and Type-writing are taught in the Business Course.
Small boys are received in a separate department,
and a successful examination for the Fourth grade
by a boy over ten years of age will admit him into
the preparatory department of Seattle College.
The New Academy, therefore, with its perfect
appointments and its reputation for excellent discipline, is certainly destined to be no small factor
in the good work for sound Catholic education that
must be done in coming years in Seattle.
ROMAN BELIEF IN THE COMING OF THE
MESSIAS.
When the Christian of today speaks of our
Blessed Lord as the "Expected of Nations," he little realizes the immensity of the subject opened up
by that expression. The expectation of "Him Who
was to come" has been as a bright thread running
through the mazy web of the religious rites of the
most remote pagan nations,—even of those of which
nothing was known until the caravels of Columbus
rode at anchor off the shores of San Salvador.
The pagan nations of antiquity had thrown off
the livery of the true worship of God, and from
nearly the whole world the fierce, rebellious cry,
"Non serviam—I will not serve"—had rolled up
a Satanic blasphemy against the throne of the Most
High. Even the history of the Hebrews, who were
called the people of God, was but one long tale of
repeated rebellions, broken each time by the iron,
but merciful, hand of an outraged Deity. But in
all the indulgence of their unlawful desires, prompted by the jealous emulation of their gods, the pagan
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nations found nothing but final remorse. Something
was wanting to lead men to higher thoughts, and it
was the consciousness of this void that prompted
the pagan Cicero to write his "De Immortalitate"
and urged on Socrates, Plato and other pagan
philosophers to attempt to unravel the knotty question of man's final destiny. What was his end?
Whither was the soul of man to go after death, or
was he, after all, possessed of an immortal soul?
Such were the questions that agitated their minds,
and they arrived at conclusions that were startlingly
in accordance with the designs of the Creator. This
appears all the more surprising when we consider
that they were not guided by the light of revelation,
and that, though a glimmering ray of heavenly
light was allowed to shine upon their souls, those
giant intellects were darkened by the deep shadows
of idolatry. Their works were filled with errors.
The great nations of pagan antiquity, even literary
Greece and proud, world-ruling Rome, were steeped
in superstition and idol-worship. Quarrels were
settled by might and not by right, and men acknowledged no authority that could be overturned or
swept aside by the sword. Not yet had those sweet
words—"Et erat subditus illis—He was subject to
them"—fallen dewlike on parched hearts or
breathed the sweet fragrance of submission over
writhing souls.
But they all looked forward to one who was to
bring relief to mankind. Who he was to be they
knew not, except that there was a vague tradition
that he was to be the son of a virgin and of a god.
Even the citizens of imperial Rome,—Rome that
"sat upon her seven hills and from her throne of
beauty ruled the world"—even her citizens, proud
and self-satisfied with the greatness of "The City,"
wished for one who would bring a surcease of the
sanguinary scenes that were so frequently enacted
on her streets. And not without reason did they
expect him; for the Etruscan Books of Fate as well
as the Sibylline Books contained many allusions to
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the coming of the Redeemer. During the civil war
between Marjus and Sulla the Etruscan seers announced that a new era was to begin to last for
eight or ten centuries. Forty years afterward when
the priest and prophet Vulcotius offered this prophecy as an explanation of the comet, he is said to
have been struck dead for betraying the secret of
the gods.
But who was this to be? Some said he was to be
a son of Zeus, others of Apollo, or rather Apollo
himself. A short time before the birth of Augustus
an event happened in Rome that portended, according to the Etru scan seers, that a king was about
to be born who would bring security to Rome. This
nearly caused another massacre of innocents, for the
senate, from whose lexicon the word "king" had
long since been stricken, ordered that no child born
that year should be allowed to live. The private
copies of the Sibylline Books were twice collected
and burned on account of the prophecies therein
contained, concerning the coming of the King. The
first destruction of these famous books took place
during the reign and at the orders of Augustus, the
second under the rule of Tiberius.
Men finally began to despair of the fulfilment
of these prophecies, and consulting again the Sibylline Books, turned their thoughts to the final consummation of all things. The later Roman writers,
Seneca, the two Plinys, Dion Cassius, and others
speak of the end of the world. Before them Virgil
in his Fourth Eclogue speaks of the golden age,
when a heaven-born child is to rule a world of universal peace and every trace of the nation's guilt is
to be effaced:
Ultima Cymaei venit jam carminis aetas
Magnus ab integro seculorum nascitur ordo.
Jam redit et virgo
.
Jam nova progenies coelo dimittitur alto.
Te duce si qua manent sceleris vestigia nostri,
Inrita perpetua solvent formidine terras.
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Ille Deum vitam accipiet divisque videbit
Permixtos heroas et ipse videbitur illis,
Pacatumque reget patriis virtutibus orbem.

This knowledge of the advent of the Messias and
of the end of time may have come from three
sources. Noe, the chosen servant of God, doubtless
knew of this revelation and transmitted it to his
descendants, and the tradition could have well been
preserved even after the confusion of tongues.
Again it is not improbable that God may have
revealed this decree of His mercy to some among
the millions buried in pagan darkness. Besides, the
Greeks, being an artistic and literary people, could
for centuries have possessed copies of the Jewish
prophetic books. But come from what source it
might, the Romans undoubtedly knew of a new
order of things and of Him who was to leaven the
lives of men with nobler thoughts and more elevating hopes.
H. J. CAREY, '04.
GRAY'S ELEGY IN A COUNTRY CHURCHYARD.
The boast of heraldry, thepomp of power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave.
Await alike the inevitable hour
The paths of glory lead but to the grave.

In one of the historic counties of England the
evening's bright sun has just disappeared amid the
golden clouds of the western horizon. The merry
children romp on the green and the hard-working,
labor-lined villager sits at his threshold, smoking
his grimy pipe in blissful contentment. The beautiful church of Stoges, with its tall, graceful steeple
showing above the green foliage of the spreading
elm and supple yew and surrounded by its historical churchyard, memorable because it was the
subject of Thomas Gray's masterpiece of elegiac
poetry, rises pleasantly on our view.
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Our feet seem impelled involuntarily thither
towards that simple consecrated spot, wherein is
contained the crumbling remains of that inspired,
immortal poet. We enter through the rustic gate
that opens through the green hedge, but feel greatly
disappointed; for, instead of the "mouldering heaps"
and "frail memorials," we see the trimly cut green
sward and the beautiful and costly headstones of a
later generation. Half angry we ask, "Does not this
artful change seem almost a desecration?" Why
could not the peaceful scene have been left in all
its rustic and natural beauty, as it was when Gray
described its charming aspect? But Time, grim
Father Time, with his merciless hand, has swept
away all its former undisturbed tranquility and substituted in its stead an unsympathetic regularity
and a cold and artificial beauty.
But hold !—secluded in a mossy corner and
shadowed by golden-headed broom, are erected the
two simple headstones of Thomas Gray and his
beloved mother. What thoughts surge through our
minds as we gaze on that flowery mound, breathing
a prayer over the dust of one who in life was able
to see and really appreciate beauty and harmony in
all nature and to describe it so clearly and so delightfully I Do our minds not return to that quiet
evening, when Gray, seated on a decaying tombstone and taking note of the simple passing events,
expressed his thoughts in such a lucid manner and
with so perfect a choice of words that his poem is
considered a masterpiece of elegiac composition?
Johnson says, "Had Gray written often thus, it
would have been vain to blame and useless to praise
him."
The greatest beauty in this poem is that it enters
into the thoughts that are uppermost in the minds
of the people and puts forth these in lines, each
one of which contains so many appropriate reflections; reflections of a peasant, it is true, yet decked
in words of the purest diction. To the poet everything that passes before his vision is useful. There
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is grace, symmetry or power in whatever is beautiful, whatever is exquisitely wrought, whatever is
terrible,—from the tiny blossom of the field to the
lofty snow-encumbered mountain. Consequently
Gray, by the exercise of his imaginative powers, was
able to gather and sift the most precious thoughts
with which to adorn his poems.
The perfection of poetic composition consists not
in the quantity, but in the thought and expression.
Gray's Elegy consists of only thirty-two stanzas, yet
it is ranked as the most perfect of all elegiac productions in the English tongue. The poet's talent enabled him to condense into a few words conceptions that might have been lengthened indefinitely
by a less skilful artist. This can be especially noticed in the following stanza:
Large was his bounty, his soul sincere.
Heaven did a recompense as largely send:
He gave to misery (all he had) a tear—
He gained from heaven ('twas all he wished)
a friend."

In the very beginning of the poem the author
places us in a favorable position to view all that is
supposed to pass before his eye. He recounts the
sights and sounds at eventide in the first stanzas,
taking the simple and common occurrences in
which no one but a poet could see the beauty; but
he clothes these in words that clearly and gently
describe the solemn stillness that envelopes the
atmosphere in a rustic village just before darkness
has spread its sable mantle over the many tired and
sleepy firesides. The darkness deepens, familiar
objects have lost their outline:
"And all the air a solemn stillness holds
Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight
And drowsy tinklings lull the distant fold."

The churchyard is next introduced with the
mouldering graves of the hamlet's departed; and
the poet proceeds to explain that all the homelike
scenes and accustomed actions of their lives are past
forever, but that the simple and quiet manner of
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their existence has accomplished the same end as
the luxurious and celebrated lives of the rich and
powerful. This is shown in the following lines,
which have been used as a maxim ever since and
noted not only for the rare beauty of expression
but also for the high, noble and prudent thought
therein expressed:
" The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,
Await alike the inevitable hour:
The paths of glory lead but to the grave."

The author now admonishes us not to blame the
departed dead if they have not splendid monuments
erected in their memory, since many of these who,
beneath the velvet sod, so calmly sleep, probably
had talents, which, had they been developed, would
have won honor and glory from the whole world;
and here he inscribes a verse, the thought and expression of which has never before been equalled
in English literature,—.every word a star and each
thought a constellation:
" Full many a gem of purest ray serene,
The dark unfathorned caves of ocean bear
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen
And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

He likewise says that earthly power did not visit
these on account of their poverty, nevertheless some
loving though rude remembrance is erected with
more sympathy and true love than the grandest
and most magnificent monuments inspired. Gray
now takes the words of a rustic as speaking of a departed comrade, who explains the habits and moods
of the deceased, and finally describes the circumstances of his death. The author then concludes by
adding the epitaph which is supposed to be inscribed
on the headstone of the departed rustic, and which
is noted not only for the delightful refinement of
thought, but also for its richness of expression and
conciseness of style.
The imagery of the Elegy fills our souls with
pleasure, but the dignified motion of its metrical
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numbers pleases the most delicate musical ear. It
is constructed on the charming metre of the iambic
elegiac pentameter, varied by the sprightly motion
of the anapestic foot.
On this composition Gray labored for seven years,
and, even after it had gone through several editions,
did he introduce three new stanzas noted for the
charming combination of refined simplicity and the
character of their diction
The thoughtless world to majesty may bow,
Exalt the brave and idolize success,
But more to innocence their safety owe,
Than power and genius e'er conspired to bless.
Hark how the sacred calm that broods around
Bids every fierce tumultous passion cease,
In still' small accents whispring from the ground
A grateful earnest of eternal peace.
There scattered oft the earliest of the year
By hands unseen are showers of violets found,
The red-breast loves to build and warble there,
And tiny footsteps lightly print the ground.

The poem abounds in musical harmony, originality and pathetic feeling, and the echo of its fame
passes down the ages and is caught up by the literary men of the present day, who all see that this
production touches certain heart-strings in all ranks
and in all classes. Neither has its popularity ever
been affected by any vicissitude of taste or fashion,
its solemn and sensible nature having perpetually
found a constant and unchangeable admiration and
love in the wisdom and refinement of all. It is a
lay worthy of that sweetest and most emotional
effusion, "poetry." "A lay," says Johnson, "with
thoughts that breathe and words that burn, abounding with images which find a mirror in every soul
and sentiments to which every bosom returns an
echo."
There exists in metaphysics a principle, which
holds that the cause can never exceed the effect.
Now since the poem, or the effect, is so worthy o
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attention, admiration and most just praise, should
we not incline our contemplations towards the
cause, to Thomas Gray, its author?
Born of discordant parents, he launched his fortunes on the side of his righteous, though much
abused mother, as good always sympathizes with
downtrodden justice and defies the power of might.
To the affectionate care and industry of his noble
and loving mother he was indebted for his excellent
education. What intense pleasure must not his
studies have held for him, who, with his bright intelligence and delicate appreciation, could discover
delight and happiness in all that strengthened his
mind and all that approached his exquisite taste for
the elegant!
At the end of his scholastic education he accepted
an invitation to accompany a friend on a tour of the
Continent. With his intellect now thoroughly developed, a new world was suddenly opened to him.
What joy it was to visit Rome, with all its relics of
former greatness and learning! Things, about which
he had studied, now were revealed to his delighted
eyes. What satisfaction to gaze upon works of art
in Italy, to enter into new sciences at Paris, and
everywhere to evince his admirable taste, learning
and discrimination; to sketch the picturesque manners, customs and lives of the quaint Bregenz peasant; to follow the old and historic Rhine, from its
source to its outlet, and to dote on the antique fuedal
castles, with their many pinnacles, towers and turrets,—seeming, in fancy even then, to harbor some
fierce and revengful despot! With what overwhelming emotions did he contemplate the awful and sublime snow-encrusted heights; the terrible jagged
precipices, the headlong cliffs, heaped one upon another; the rugged, frightful gorges and the wild
and extravagant scenery of the mighty Alps! Again
what joy to stroll 'neath the sunny sky in calm and
peaceful Canipania, reminding him of his distant
island home!
After a sojourn of two and a half years he finally
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returned to England and retired to Cambridge.
There he composed his "Ode on a Distant Prospect
of Eton College." It is not so imaginative as his
unrivalled Elegy, but still it thrills certain chords
in man's responsive soul. His "Ode to Adversity"
soon appeared, and was followed by a philosophical
poem, entitled "On the Alliance of Education and
Government." It is to be deeply regretted that this
exists only in a fragment, since it contained
thoughts worthy of the poet's deepest reflections. In
1751 Gray brought forth his "Elegy," which, with
two other poems, completed his poetic productions.
Few as they are, they contain the essence of his
thirty years of increasing study and observation,
showing that with an intelligence so elegant, with
such deep reflections, and so extraordinary a talent
for communication, it was impossible for him to
become a voluminous writer.
In 1757, wisely declining the laureateship, Gray
accepted in preference a chair in the University of
Cambridge. The salary thus obtained allowed him
to live in any desired manner, but his health was
now failing. Still to the poet, even with the absence
of strength and presence of disease, there are joys
and contemplations from many sources. Let us imagine the health-broken poet, seated quietly in his
study, delighting himself over some choice passage
of literature, or fathoming some ancient author's
hidden meaning, inscribing in his journal some
golden conception of classical inspiration or retouching and toning an imperfect verse of former
days.
Gray lived until the 30th of July, 1771, and according to an expressed wish was buried in the
quaint little churchyard at Stoke Pogis, beside his
devoted mother. Thus ended the career of this ingenious poet, whose life though not entirely free
from imperfections, yet "was on the whole innocent
and happy, and a feeling of thankfulness to the
Great Giver was breathed over all."
RICHARD E. MORRIS, '04.
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be £ Locution onteøt.
From the Catholic Progress of May 23d we take
the following account in brief of our first public
appearance during the year, in the matter of our
studies, outside of the college:
"The friends of Seattle College in large numbers
assembled in Ranke Hall Thursday evening to listen
to the first public oratorical contest by the classes
of this growing institution.
The hall was fittingly decorated for the occasion.
The contest was preceded and interspersed by some
musical selections by our well known singers and
players. Among them were Miss Mamie Sartori,
Miss Haas, Miss Maybell Murphy, Miss Lavinia
Hoblitzell, Mrs. FitzGibbon, Miss Adrienne Langer
and Miss Susie McArdle. These persons need no
praise, for their talents are recognized and appreciated by all who have listened to them.
The oratorical contest is only the beginning of a
more elaborate scheme that is in way of preparation
for future years. To promote oratory is worthy of a
serious effort on the part of those who have taken
hold of the enterprise.
The Junior Class was represented by: Thaddeus
McGrath in "General De Wet," Alfred Desilets in
"Lady Veardley's Guest," John Kelly in "The
Wreck of the Hesperus," Mathew Ryan in "The
Inchcape Bell," John Rosenberg in "Barbara
Frietchie," Claude Ryan in "Keeping His Word,"
Andrew Russell in "The Dying Soldier," Ernest
Desilets in "The Baron's Last Banquet."
The Senior Class entered into the contest for
The Catholic Progress gold medal, and was represented by the following orators:
Hubert P. Hornsby in "Coeur De Lion at the Bier
of His Father," Francis J. Sexton in "Spartacus to
the Roman Envoys," Albert E. Prickett in "The
Roman Sentinel," Richard E. Morris in "Regulus to
the Carthaginians," John P. Mootz in "Catiline's
Defiance."

Urfa

'Poll*
"Reader, have you ever seen them 1dav hail ?"
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From start to finish the exercises claimed the
closest attention of the audience. The boys were
remarkably well under self-control and went into
the contest with energy and interpreted the spirit of
the various selections with accuracy and finish. Every phase of passion from love and pity to haughty
scorn marked the progress of the orations. The
pupils are students of the ancient classics and imbibe
the spirit of the age of impassioned oratory. Almost
faultless pronunciation and articulation was noticeable in each speaker.
It is characteristic of Jesuit-trained boys to do
things in such a way that they shall care little who
tries it after them and seeks to excel them. Selfcontrol, certainty, and definite execution are the elements that must accompany knowledge, and these
boys show they are becoming masters of them in
their application.
The decision of the judges will be withheld till
the commencement exercises, when the medals will
be awarded."
OUR TEAM'S SUCCESS.
"Palmam, qui meruit, ferat."
The college authorities, recognizing the fact that
success in studies is largely dependent on good
health and bodily strength, that a "sound mind and
a sound body" are the foundation-stones of perfect
manhood, have wisely encouraged physical exercise
during recreation hours. And so during last year
the Gymnasium and Hand-Ball Alley were erected,
and during the present year The Cage and the Base
Ball Team made their appearance just as soon as
tree and shrub could be removed from the portion
of our campus, vacated by the students of the Sisters' Academy last February.
In the use of our college sports we have been constantly taught a most necessary distinction: namely,
that they hold but a second place alongside of our
studies; that our games are but a means to an end—
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better success in studies and the perfect formation
of character; whereas, our intellectual pursuits are
the principal object, to which during our college
course our best energies must be directed. The
Christianized pagan text which stands out so prominently, in "Blue and White," upon the walls of our
Gymnasium—"Deus Nobis Haec Otia Fecit"—has
kept this continually before our eyes, while any interference between the interests of study and play
has been promptly and energetically decided in favor of the former. The result has been, as all who
have followed our fortunes in the class-room and on
the campus during the past year can attest, abundant success.
The First Game.
Our Base Ball Team grew out of the "Seattle
College Athletic Club" during the month of March,
and by the first of April found itself ready to begin
a contest for honors with all opponents. After an
excellent practice game on Friday, April 4, with the
Seattle College Reserves, on Saturday, April 5, the
College Team, in their new "Blue and White" suits,
walked onto the field to play their first game of the
season. The nine players, who were to face the
Saint Francis team, were:
Albert E. Prickett, Short Stop.
William J. Johnston, Second Base.
Michael F. McDonough, Catcher.
John J. Dennis, Left Field.
Ferdinand J. Nist, Centre Field.
John A. Conners, Third Base.
Robert I. Anthony, Pitcher.
Richard E. Morris, First Base.
Stephen S. McNamee, Right Field.
Under the management of John P. Mootz, '04,
our successful career was begun with the score of
28 to 3.
The score by innings:
Seattle College ... .7 0 7 0 4 6 0 I 3-28
Saint Francis ......2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0- 3
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The Second Game.
In the second game the strong Minor School team,
who have always been worthy foes on the diamond,
were our victims, Wednesday, April 9. The game
resulted 16 to 10, closing with a magnificent triple
play.
The score by innings:
Seattle College .. . . 0 i 2 2 0 0 2 6 3-16
Minor School ..... I 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 0-10
The Third Game.
The third victory was won on Friday, April ii,
from the College of Our Lady of Lourdes; score,
12 to 5.
Score by innings:
Seattle College . . . . 2 0 0 0 6 0 0 I 3-12
O.L.O.L ......... I 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0-5
The Fourth Game.
On Monday, April 14, the Cascades were easy victims to our good fielding and strong batting. Sexton's work at the bat was conspicuous.
The score by innings:
Seattle College . . . . 0 0 o 7 0 2 4 6 1-20
The Cascades ..... 0 4 0 0 3 2 0 2 1-12
The Fifth Game.
The South School team met defeat on Wednesday, April 16; score, 28 to 2.
The score by innings:
Seattle College . . . . 0 2 5 3 6 I I 5 5-28
South School ...... 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0- 2
The Sixth Game.
On the afternoon of Thursday, April 24, the
Denny School team made their appearance on the
college grounds. Our victories were now to end.
We were now to learn how to play ball. We won,
however, by a score of 20 to 12.
The score by innings:
Seattle College . . . . I i I 4 2 5 o 5 1-20
Denny School ..... 0 0 2 4 2 0 2 0 2-12
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The Seventh Game.
The attention of the newspapers began now to be
drawn to the work of our team. The Times of Sunday, April 25, said:
"Win Seventh Game.
The Seattle College base ball team won its seventh successive victory yesterday by defeating the
Terry Avenue Amateur Athletic Association team
by a score of 6 to 3."
The score by innings:
Seattle College . . . .2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0- 6
Terry Avenue ..... i o o o 0 2 0 0 0- 3
The Eighth Game.
On the afternoon of April 30th the team left in a
heavy rain shower to play the South School on the
latter's grounds. Notwithstanding the miserable
condition of the grounds the boys played a perfect
game at the bat and an almost errorless game in the
field. Of course we won.
The score by innings:
Seattle College . .. .2 12 0 0 3 4 2 2 3-28
South School ..... 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0- 2
The Ninth Game.
The Times of 1'vIay 6th gave the following account
of this game:
"Wins Ninth Victory.
The Seattle College baseball team won its ninth
successive victory from the Rainier School team
yesterday afternoon by a score of 16 to xo. The
feature of the game was the consistent good work
of the college team, especially the timely hitting of
Sexton, who negotiated a home run and a triple,
when the issue seemed doubtful."
Score by innings:
Seattle College . .. .3 i 3 0 I i 4 2 1-16
Rainier School .. .0 0 3 6 1 0 0 0 0-b
The Tenth Game.
We take the following from the Catholic Progress
of Friday, May 9th:
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"Tenth Victory.
The Seattle College team, in an errorless game,
won its tenth successive victory, from the College
of Our Lady of Lourdes team, at South Park,
Wednesday afternoon, by a score of 19 to 4. On the
part of the Seattle College boys the game was a
perfect one, in which every player distinguished
himself in field and at the bat. Hits for two, three
and four bases were frequent."
The score by innings:
Seattle College . .. .
0 o 6 I 4 2 3 0-19
0.L.0.L.........0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0-4
No Game.
During the excursion to Bremerton of Saturday,
May 17, the College team, which had arranged to
play a game of ball with the crew of the Oregon,
were not able on account of the weather to bring
things to a complete issue. Rain prevented more
than three innings of the game being played. The
J ackies were ahead when the rain came, but three
innings make "No game."
The Eleventh Game.
The Times of June 1st gave the following brief
account of our ball team's eleventh victory:
"Seattle College Wins.
Last Thursday Seattle College won its eleventh
straight game by defeating a picked team from the
Seattle High School which was supposed to represent the Freshmen of that institution. The score
was io to 7. Anthony's and Mootz's heavy hitting
were features."
Score by innings:
Seattle College . .. . 0 I 0 3 0 .0 4 I 1-10
High School ...... 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 4 I— 7
Twelfth Victory.
Our ball team added one more to its long line of
victories, Tuesday, June io, against our old opponent of the Denny School, on the Denny Way Tennis
grounds. The victory was an easy one, much easier
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than we were frequently of late informed it would
be. The score by innings:
Seattle College ....... I 3 2 5 2 I 0 4-18
Denny School ........i o o i o o 6 o— 8
Morris and Johnson distinguished themselves at
the bat; the former by a home run, the latter by a
three base hit,—both just at the right time. The
work of the College battery, Anthony andvlcDonough, was gilt edge; and those who witnessed th
game praised the boys as never playing in better
form.
The Closing Game a Victory.
The Seattle College base ball team closed its
successful career for the year 1901-02 with its thirteenth victory, Tuesday, June 17th, over the Terry
Avenue nine in a one sided game. The champions
were held in for just two innings and then there was
fun. All hands shared in the picnic.
The score by innings:
Seattle College . .. . 0 2 3 3 0 2 5 14 3-32
Terry Avenue ..... 0 0 0 3 0 I 0 0 2- 6
Thus ended our base ball season, without a single
defeat in all our games at home and abroad. What
helped most to this happy end? The union, training, practice—especially in scientific batting—of the
team, and "The Cage." Without the cage all base
ball on the College campus would have been impossible. The Times, of Sunday, April 27, under a cut
of the "Seattle College Base Ball Team in Its Cage,"
had the following words of praise for our players
and accurate description of the Cage:
"The above represents the base ball team which
at present claims the attention of all base ball enthusiasts of Seattle. The Seattle College team has
not only won its first six games with extraordinary
scores, but has added a new feature to base ball in
Seattle, just as the Athletic Club of the college a
year ago introduced outdoor handball by building
the first court in the city.

I'his was before the improvements were made.
"T
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This new feature of the game which the victorious college players predict will in the course of time
enter into the professional games, is 'The Cage,' a
net and screen enclosure about the home-plate and
catcher. On the Seattle College grounds 'the cage,'
as represented in the cut, is 28 feet wide in the open
front, 12 feet wide in the rear, with a depth of 17
feet. The height in front is 15 feet and in the rear
13 feet. It is roofed with strong wire netting and
hung about with a strong i 2 -inch square mesh, 42thread net, secured in position all around. This
newest base ball contrivance certainly adds speed
to the game and allows spectators to come 50 feet
nearer to the home plate."
J. P. MOOTZ, '04, Mgr. S. C. A. C.
THE COMMENCEMENT.
The public newspapers gave a most flattering account of our appearance on Commencement day.
The Progress in its introduction thus praises our
humble efforts:
"The first public Commencement Exercises
of Seattle College were held in the Third
Avenue Theatre before a large audience, on
Monday afternoon, June 23. The entire programrne rendered by the students gave evidence of earnest work on their part and of
careful training on the part of their instructors.
Representatives of the several classes, in
well-worded and thoughtful essays, gave a
resume of the work accomplished by them
during the year. The eloquent missionary
priest, Father Mulconry, S. J., delivered the
closing address, which was full of interest and
instruction for all who are concerned in
Catholic education in our great city."

Besides the essays in English there was a dialogue in Latin, in which four students of Third
Academic class participated, and a selection from
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Lucian's "Dialogues of the Dead," given by the
students of Poetry class. The introductions to each
of these features of the entertainment were delivered in a most pleasing manner by Claude M. Ryan
and Richard E. Morris.
The full program was as follows:

PROGRAMME
OF THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCtSICS OF

S EAPFLE cOLLEGE
MONDAY. JUNE 28, 1002.

March
"Commencement"
Eolzman
PREPARATORY CLASS - Clarence B. Michels
Lady Yeardley's Guest " Alfred L. Desilets
Selection
"King Dodo"
LudGr
THIRD ACADEMIC
John Kelly
Claude M. Ryan
I

John
lly Nist
riaerJ.
Carroll B. Reynolds

Latin Dialogue

"Keeping His Word"
Claude M. Ryan
FIRST AND SECOND ACADEMIC
- Francis J. McGarrigle
Waltz
'Spirit of Love"
Hail
CLASS OF HUMANITIES Robert I. Anthony, '05
CLASS OF POETRY
- John P. Moot; '04

4IAA0I'0I NEKP2JV
Kijuvv xa

iafu'iTrYroç

Richard E. Morris, '04
John P. Mootz, '04
"pansies"
Erich
Medals and Premiums
Closing Address Rev. P. J. Mulconry, S. J.
Overture
"Caliph of Bagdad "
Boildien
Greek Dialogue Intermezzo

-

MEDALS AND PREMIUMS.
Class of Poetry: Class medal, John P. Mootz;
distinguished, Richard E. Morris. Christian Doctrinc—Preniium, John P. Mootz. English Branches
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—Premium, Richard E. Morris. Physical Science—
Premium, John P. Mootz. Mathematics—Premjum
John P. i\Iootz. English Composition—Premium,
Richard E. Morris. Latin—Premium, John P.
Mootz. Greek—Premium, John P. Mootz.
Class of Humanities: Class medal, Albert E.
Prickett. Christian Doctrine—Premium, Albert E.
Prickett. English Branches—Premium, Robert I.
Anthony. Mathematics—Premium, Francis J. Sexton. Latin—Premium, Albert E. Prickett.
First Academic: Class medal, Stephen S. McNamee; distinguished, David V. Morgan. Christian
Doctrine—Premium, Charles J. Morris; distinguished, Stephen S. McNamee. English Branches—
Premium, Stephen S. McNamee; distinguished
David V. Morgan. English Composition—Premium,
David V. Morgan; distinguished, Stephen S. McNamee and Charles J. Morris. Algebra—Premium,
David V. Morgan; distinguished, Stephen S. McNamee. Latin—Premium, Stephen S. McNamee;
distinguished, Charles J. Morris. Greek—Premium,
Stephen S. McNamee.
Second Academic: Class medal, Rosaire J. Loranger; distinguished, Francis J. McGarrigle. Christian
Doctrine—Premium, Francis J. McGarrigle; distinguished, Rosaire J. Loranger. English Branches—
Premium, Francis J. McGarrigle; distinguished,
Rosaire J. Loranger. English Composition—Premiurn, Francis J. McGarrigle; distinguished,
Rosaire J. Loranger. Latin—Premium, Francis J. McGarrigle; distinguished, Rosaire J.
Loranger. Greek—Premium, Rosaire J. Loranger;
distinguished, Francis J. McGarrigle. Mathematics
—Premium, Francis J. McGarrigle; distinguished,
Rosaire J. Loranger.
Third Academic: Class medal, John Kelly; distinguished, Matthew T. Ryan. English Composition—Premium, Alfred C. Dent; distinguished, John
Kelly and Theodore P. Deisman. Latin—Premium,
John Kelly; distinguished, John P. McGinnis and
Ferdinand J. Nist. Mathematics and Bookkeep-
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ing—Premium, Matthew, T. Ryan; distinguished,
Ferdinand J. Nist and John Kelly. English—Premium, John Kelly; distinguished, Carroll B. Reynolds and Claude M. Ryan. Catechism—Premium:
John Kelly; distinguished, Alichael J. McNerny and
Matthew T. Ryan.
First Preparatory: Class medal, Clarence B.
Michels; distinguished, Henry Loranger. Bible
History—Premium, Harvey Pettit; distinguished,
Andrew Dennis and Clarence Michels. Catechism
—Premium, Henry Loranger; distinguished, James
Donnellan and Andrew Dennis. Arithmetic—Premium, Eugene Shannon; distinguished, Henry Lor
anger and Logan Fairchild. Grammar—Premium,
Clarence Michels; distinguished, Eugene Shannon
and Sidney Bingham. Reading and Spelling—Premium, Star Yocum: distinguished. Sidney Bingham
and Thomas Horan. English Composition—Premium, James Donnellan; distinguished, Clarence
Michels and Sidney Bingham. Penmanship—Premium, Leo Padden; distinguished, Sidney Bingham
and Thomas Horan.
Second Preparatory: Class medal, James McCluskey; distinguished. John Dunney and Alfred
Desilets. Catechism—Premium, Paul McDonald;
distinguished, James McCluskey and Edward Nuhn.
Arithmetic—Premium, John Dunney; distinguished,
Lambert Schwarzbauer and James McCluskey.
Grammar—Premium, James McCluskey; distinguished, Lambert Schwarzbauer and Paul McDonald. Reading and Spelling—Premitim, Lambert.
Schwarzbauer; distinguished, Alfred Desilets. English Composition—Premium, Davitt Duffy; distinguished, John Murray and Lambert Schwarzbauer.
Penmanship—Premium, Alfred Desilets; distinguished, James McCluskey and James Dunney.
Senior Elocution: The Catholic Progress medal,
John P. Mootz; distinguished, Richard E. Morris
and Hubert P. Hornshy. Junior Elocution: Gold
medal, Claude M. Ryan; distinguished, Ernest
Desilets and Alfred Desilets. Conduct and Applica-
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tion: Gold medal, Richard E. Morris; distinguished,
John P. Mootz, John Kelly, Francis J. McGarrigle,
Stephen S. McNamee, Rosaire J. Loranger and Alfred C. Dent.
"DECUS HONORL"
THIRD ACADEMIC CLASS.
Read at the Third Avenue Theatre, June 23, 1902.
Ladies and Gentlemen: Seattle College has three
separate courses of study, which are called respectively the Preparatory, Academic and Collegiate
classes. The first of these, Preparatory, as its name
indicates, prepares one for the Academic course, in
which the study of Latin is begun. In the Academic
course there are three classes: First, Second and
Third Academic. The first of these in order is
Third Academic, which is our class.
Most of the branches learned in Preparatory are
continued in Third Academic, and a few new ones
are added. English Grammar is again taken in our
class, but this time more completely. English Composition, which goes hand-in-hand with English
Grammar, receives very much attention. During
the past year a composition had to be handed in
every Monday. This was written on a subject
given by the teacher. We were, however, nearly
always given a plan for our compositions, so that
we could learn to write them orderly. Each month
we wrote at least one letter, and often a poem of
some great author, such as Longfellow's "King
Robert of Sicily," was reproduced in prose. The
other subjects were generally about daily happenings within and without the college. Every month
likewise we issued our class-journal, the "Age Quod
Agis," which consisted of the best compositions
written during the month. We all are sure that
it has helped us much in writing English.
We also paid great attention to Elocution, as is
well proved by the number of students of our class
that spoke at the Elocution Contest a month ago.
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We have watched with interest the progress we
have made in this branch, and, as it is a study that
cannot be learnt too well, we hope, by assiduous
practice in the future, to become masters of it. In
order to make Elocution more interesting, a dialogue, either in Latin or English, was sometimes
given before all the classes at the monthly specimens. It would take too much time to state exactly what we have done in Arithmetic, History and
Geography. It is sufficient to say that we have applied ourselves earnestly and have made considerable progress in these important branches.
In History we studied and repeated time and
again the battles and great events of our country.
We have watched her growth and have seen how
within one hundred and twenty-five years she has
become one of the world's greatest nations. Taught
by our religion to be true to our country, we have
learnt to love her, and we look forward to the time,
when we too, as loyal Catholics, shall be able to
prove our patriotism, and show that the Catholic
religion is not the enemy of the Republic. And still,
while studying the truths of our religion, we have
noticed how these have often been changed to scandalous lies by bigoted men, who, like criminals, have
changed their names many times. Atone time they
were "Native Americans," then "Knownothings,"
and lastly "A. P. A's." They did not seem to consider that in the Revoltition, the Mexican, the Civil
and the Spanish Wars, thousands of Catholics freely
shed their blood for our beloved country.
Such are the things we have learnt during the
past year, and I think we may congratulate ourselves on having received the foundation of a solid
Catholic education.
JOHN KELLY, 'o8.
OUR WORK IN THE CLASS OF POETRY.
Read at the Third Avenue Theatre, June 23, 1902.
Ladies and Gentlemen: In these days of the
twentieth century when educational systems and
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pedagogical methods are discussed in periodicals of
little or no authority, when the all important work
of educating the growing generation is the theme
of the daily editorial and is debated, extempore, by
shallow and deep minds alike, it will, I trust, be allowed us to contribute our mite by giving a detailed
account of our work in the class of Poetry; and
let this account show in what light we, under the
direction of the College faculty, look at a question
of such vital importance.
The proximate end of the Class of Poetry, as
stated in the College Catalogue, is to arouse and
carefully train that faculty of the mind which during the lower classes received no special attention,—.
I mean the imagination. The nature of poetry, its
rise, and its uses are mastered. "The technicalities
of verse-making are learned and practised." and the
study of the great poets of the English, Latin and
Greek tongues is strongly insisted on. Line by line
the verse is scanned, the metre and imagery examined, and no jewel passes unappreciated. No longer
does the student look on poetry as an idle, empty
dream, but he realizes in it an important branch of
literature, the one most suited to express the feelings of the heart. "Journalism is also a feature of
this class," and the "Seattle College Journal" will
bear witness to our efforts in this line.
Now that the object of our class is manifest, I
will acquaint you with the means by which we endeavored to attain it and after showing you what
we have accomplished in each study, leave you to
judge of our work during the past year.
First, let us take English. Our precepts in this
branch were mainly taken from the masterly pen
of Rev. Charles Coppens. S. 1., who for thirty-one
years was professor of English in various Jesuit
Colleges. Under his able guidance we mastered the
precepts that regulate the writing of essays—critical. scientific, historical and political. We also
studied the laws and precepts that guide the historian in the accomplishment of his laborious task.
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From the same work on Rhetoric we learned first
the rudiments and then the fine points of versification; and, while the able selections quoted, helped
to refine our taste, the abundant exercises furnished
fuel to kindle the flame of our imagination. Next
a word about our models for the study of English.
Gray was memorized, scanned, paraphrased and
criticized in his unrivalled, immortal Elegy. Milton's tender lay, the "Hymn at the Nativity," was
similarly treated. The ability of Coleridge was
witnessed in his "Chamouni," and Thomas Campbell
was subjected to the same treatment. This study of
the models was always accompanied by a thorough
study of the author's life. That we believed in the
adage, "Precepts without practice are of no avail,"
you will unhesitatingly admit when you hear how
we applied all the principles of our texts. English
compositions were given weekly, and consisted of
essays on important questions, criticisms on the
model authors studied and verse-making. All the
articles of the Journal, not to mention the daily
good, idiomatic English translation of our Greek
and Latin authors, provided the field in which we
exercised and made practical use of our precepts
and models. Then, to crown all and to further ensure the correct bent of our literary taste, comes
our masterly "Handbook of English Literature," in
which the cream and substance of the greatest
libraries is condensed by the able 0. S. Jenkins. In
this book the author gives in chronological order a
short yet very precise sketch of the life of each literary man worthy of note, with a few apt specimens culled from the individual's writings. Moreover, in this book each century in literature is preceded by a very able comment on the character and
principles which marked the writers of that particular period.
Now, let us glance at our work in the Latin and
Greek Classics. As the utility of these branches is a
matter of great contention among persons who
know little concerning the subject, it may be well
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to state that the Latin and Greek classics are intended as a kind of mental gymnastics. First as to
what we did in Latin. Our precepts in this branch
were culled from Yenni's grammar of classic renown. Under his able supervision we mastered the
harassing rules of Prosody, from the fickle quantity
of the vowels in their many different positions to the
structure of the different kinds of verse. Our Latin
model of the first term was Cicero. After a thorough tudy of his life we took the thundering denunciations which he uttered in his first speech
against Catiline. Every word from "Quousque tandem" to "Mortuosque mactabis" was literally trans;ated, parsed and placed under its respective rule
of syntax. Special study was made of the harmony
and formation of his periods and all was finished by
an idiomatic, pure English translation. I might
add that the choice parts were committed to meniory. Virgil, with his hexameter verses, usurped the
place of stern Cicero and occupied our attention for
the second term. Besides the sifting process to
which Cicero's speech was subjected, every verse
of Virgil had to be scanned, and thus the rules of
prosody were made practical. A certain number of
verses were memorized every day, and again the
never failing good English translation was insisted
on. After scanning and closely scrutinizing the
hexameter verses of Virgil, we were put to writing
original Latin verse. As the verses about Seattle
and our incoming steamers were fitted together in
the class-room, the process seemed easy, but I will
not say how long it took us to compose our first
verses in private. After a little practice, however,
the difficulties, which at first frightened us, passed
away and we were not at all surprised when at the
June examinations we were given the poet Wordsworth's sonnet on "The Blessed Virgin," to render
into Latin hexameters. Our practice in Latin Composition was derived from weekly themes whose
constructions and syntactical peculiarities were
composed on the style of our Latin authors.
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The study of Greek is fraught with all kinds of
imaginary and real difficulties for the student of
the classics. With us it was treated in a manner
somewhat similar to the study of Latin. Syntax
was studied from Yenni's Greek Grammar. Prose
selections from Aesop and Lucian were subjected to
the same process as Cicero's speech, and poetry
from Anacreon was treated after the manner of
Virgil's Aeneid. Practice in Greek composition
was obtained from our weekly themes. During this
year also we began the study of the first branch in
the College course of Natural Science, namely
Physics. Our text was ably supplemented by Atkinson's Ganot and Dana's course of mechanics,
while the problems which we solved daily were
taken mostly from practical everyday life. Our
studies in the science of Mathematics were taken
from a book of Wentworth's course, the one assigned to our class being his volume on Trigonomtry and Surveying; and it is needless to say there
is an abundance of matter for practical study between its covers. Trigonometry became doubly interesting when the class-room precepts and formulas were put into practice in surveying. A kind
friend lending us his transit, we left the dull
atmosphere of the College hail and repaired to Capitol Hill. From there we surveyed the horizontal
distance from the Tower on Queen Anne Hill to
the dome of the County Court House.
And next, though far down on my list, yet high
up in importance, comes Christian Doctrine. 'Tis
scarcely necessary to mention the work of a Catholic student in a Catholic College in this particular
branch; it suffices to say that our precepts were
taken from Wilmer's able "Handbook of the Christian Reiiion," in which the essence of all religious
truth is condensed and proved in the form of theses.
Our studies in this branch were made practical by
the rules of the College.
If you have ever been present at any of our
monthly Elocution exercises, you would be con-
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vinced that the faculty fully realizes the importance
of this branch as one of the greatest adornments of
the educated man of today. Models were selected to
suit the taste and ability of each individual; and,
besides the weekly hour, the monthly specimen, at
which a representative from each class declaimed
his selection, afforded abundant practice. But what
we consider the most genuine exerise in oratory
was obtained from the fortnightly meetings of the
College Debating Society, in which our class took
an active part. At these meetings a previously selected topic or question was discussed, after the
manner of such societies, by the students in their
own speeches, some prepared and others extempore.
And last on my roll comes History. Acknowledging the fact that the study of the classics is very
difficult and incomplete without a thorough study of
Ancient History, you may be sure we thumbed the
pages of our Fredet's Ancient History most assiduously.
Such as I have endeavored to depict it is the work
of a student in Poetry class; and to accomplish this
we are exhorted to give all our energies, and must
devote at least three hours daily to private study.
I trust from what you have heard you will not say
that we have been idle during our year in the Sophomore class of the College. From this sketch you
can see in what light the faculty of Seattle College
looks on the educational question, and I am convinced that after an examination you will admit it
is the true and only solution of this much abused
topic.
J. P. MOOTZ, '04.
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THE COMING YEAR.
At the opening of classes on the morning of
\'Vednesday, September 3, 1902, with the class of
"Rhetoric" added to those of last year, with the
College classes comfortably lodged in their new
quarters in the renovated College Class-Room
Building, corner of East Union and Tenth avenue,
with an addition of two new professors to the staff
of last year, the hopes for another prosperous year
for the college ought to be very bright indeed.
Shall we pass the century mark next year in the
number of students? Everything seems to confirm
this hope. Number, however, is not all that is requisite to make a prosperous college. A strong desire
to advance in one's studies and a serious application to work are the only things that are truly appreciated at Seattle College by all who love their
future Alma Mater.
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